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Preface
In EDUC411/412 this term, we have studied theory and best practices related to literacy in the content areas. You learned how to
design effective instruction strategies to address specific student literacy needs and enhance student reading comprehension.
You offered presentations on specific literacy strategies for making reading purposeful and meaningful to all students. Now that
the term is done, I hope you feel confident that you have myriad strategies, handouts, and resources to use when you have your
own classroom of literacy challenges. I hope you are convinced that you know how to TEACH literacy skills in your content area in
ways that are:
Transparent
Explicit
Authentic
Connected to prior knowledge and skill, and understand
How people read effectively.
This Tackle Box strategy book was researched and written by you and your classmates. Like a tackle box, it is full of lures, hooks
and bait to help you reel in your students, as they work with any text in your classroom. There are many strategies because
different schools of fish require different lures or bait. Some days you will need to recast your line multiple times or move your
boat closer to the riverbank to fish in different water. I hope you will find this tackle box of strategies useful gear for your
teaching adventure.
Katie Hanson
EDUC411, EDUC412
Fall 2018
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3, 2, 1 Strategy

Katie Fues

Sources: Wormeli, Rick. Summarization in Any Subject: 50 Techniques to Improve Student Learning.
Hawker Brownlow Education, 2007, pg. 39
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/3-2-1
What is the strategy?
 The 3, 2, 1 strategy requires students to respond to three prompts related to what they are reading and
return to the text for further analysis of what they have read.
 Each prompt will provide a different intention or focus for their response and give 3 responses, 2
responses, or 1 response.
o For example: 3 new things students learned, 2 questions they have, and 1 prediction.
How can you use the strategy?
 This strategy can be used as an oral, artistic, or written exercise to organize students’ understanding
of the reading.
 The three prompts can be used as discussion prompts, the start of a written response to the reading, or
starting points for a drawing, comic strip, or artistic representation of the students’ ideas about the
text.
When should you use the strategy?
 A 3, 2, 1 is an effective after reading strategy because it challenges students to return to the text and
organize their thoughts about what they read AND develop new ideas through recursive exposure.
 This strategy could also be used at the beginning of class as a review of the previous lesson to
stimulate use of prior knowledge and act as scaffolding for the next lesson.
Why should you use the strategy?
 3, 2, 1 activities provide structure to student thoughts and responses to text, film, or images and
describe their takeaways from what they read.
 The strategy is versatile as the three takeaways can be altered to fit any format and change the
students’ focus to anything the teacher wants: predictions, questioning, summarization, analysis, etc.
 3, 2, 1 activities act as a formative assessment and create an easy way for teachers to gauge student
understanding and engagement with the text by requiring students to articulate their response to the
reading material.
How could you use this strategy in multiple disciplines?
 History- For a history unit, teachers could use a 3, 2, 1 to have students summarize a specific event in
history or time period (3 defining battles in the Civil War, 2 opposing sides’ stances, 1 major event
that turned the tides).
 Art- A 3, 2, 1 could be used to have students further examine an artistic period or artist (3 notable
pointillism artists, 2 examples of pointillism paintings, 1 idea of how you would apply pointillism to
your own artwork.
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Name:____________________________________ Date:____________________ Period: __________
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 3, 2, 1 Strategy
Directions: Read Act 1 of A Midsummer Night’s Dream by William Shakespeare. When you have finished
reading, go back into the text to answer the prompts below. Use these prompts to organize your thoughts
about the first act of the play.
3- Identify three characters and predict how you think they will change over the course of the play.
1.

2.

3.

2- Give a short summary of each of the two scenes in Act 1.
1.

2.

1- What is one question you would ask Shakespeare about Act 1 if you could have a conversation with
him?

2

Annotating Texts

Sarah Persico

Description/Summary of Strategy


What: This strategy allows students to organize their first reactions as they read a text. Annotations
encourage students to create connections and record initial reactions, using a variety of symbols the student
creates or the teacher provides.
 How: This strategy is very flexible as teachers can provide students with symbols to annotate or students can
create their own annotation key. The most common symbols are highlighting key words, underlining
important concepts and using question marks to signify confusion on part of the text. Students can also discuss
in small groups to compare what concepts they thought were important or the parts they didn’t understand.
 Why: Annotating helps engage students as they read, as students read to ensure they increase their
comprehension. This strategy allows students to note any ideas or questions that come into mind while
reading. They can note changes in the mood of a text or key points that are being made. Annotating can also
allow students to summarize the text easier when they look back at it in the future.
o “In annotating a text, students become active readers, asking and answering historical questions,
making connections both to prior knowledge and other texts, and summarizing- all widely endorsed
reading comprehension strategies,” (Monte-Sano, Chauncey)
 When: This is a during reading strategy, as students will identify key terms and themes as they read. By using
different shapes and techniques, students can organize the text into parts they understand by using different
symbols and make notes on what they are confused on. (Vacca 334).
 Possible Variations
o Students are unable to write in the text sometimes, so an alternative to this is to encourage students to use
sticky notes to mark ideas down in the book or to help underline a certain phrase. Students can also write
on clear sheets over a page or use erasable highlighters or pens.
o This strategy can be done individually, but a teacher can also put students into small groups or pairs, so
students can annotate together or
o Music: While annotating can be easily used in music text about composers, it could also be used to find
key terms in music, like when a part is staccato or legato and the tone of a piece.
o Spanish: Spanish can use this to identify vocabulary they are struggling with. It can also be used when
learning about the culture or history of a Spanish-speaking country to identify key differences between the
countries and engage with the text.
o Math: Annotating can be used in word problems. Students can underline the numbers critical to the
problem and any key words like ‘more’ or ‘less’ to indicate the action the student must take.
Citations:
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000.
Monte-Sano, Chauncey. “Annotations and Mini-Writes.” Writing to Learn History. Teachinghistory.org, 2018.
https://teachinghistory.org/teaching-materials/teaching-guides/23554. Accessed 7 October 2018.
Reading and Study Strategies: Annotating a Text. Eastern Washington University. July 30 2018.
https://research.ewu.edu/c.php?g=82207. Accessed 7 October 2018.
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Name____________________________________

Date:____________________ Class:_________

Annotation Guide
1. Circle any words or ideas that you do not understand.
2. Underline key ideas the Chief is making.
3. Write in the margins next to the parts you’ve underlined how you think Chief sees
the white men.

Chief Seattle’s Speech
"The President in Washington sends word that he wishes to buy our land. But how can you buy or sell the
sky? the land? The idea is strange to us. If we do not own the freshness of the air and the sparkle of the
water, how can you buy them?
Every part of the earth is sacred to my people. Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore, every mist in
the dark woods, every meadow, every humming insect. All are holy in the memory and experience of my
people.
We know the sap which courses through the trees as we know the blood that courses through our veins. We
are part of the earth and it is part of us. The perfumed flowers are our sisters. The bear, the deer, the great
eagle, these are our brothers. The rocky crests, the dew in the meadow, the body heat of the pony, and man
all belong to the same family.
The shining water that moves in the streams and rivers is not just water, but the blood of our ancestors. If we
sell you our land, you must remember that it is sacred. Each glossy reflection in the clear waters of the lakes
tells of events and memories in the life of my people. The water's murmur is the voice of my father's father.
The rivers are our brothers. They quench our thirst. They carry our canoes and feed our children. So you
must give the rivers the kindness that you would give any brother.
If we sell you our land, remember that the air is precious to us, that the air shares its spirit with all the life
that it supports. The wind that gave our grandfather his first breath also received his last sigh. The wind also
gives our children the spirit of life. So if we sell our land, you must keep it apart and sacred, as a place where
man can go to taste the wind that is sweetened by the meadow flowers.”
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Annotating Text

Vince O’Meara

Sources: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, N.H., 2000. Pp. 213-215.
“Reading and Study Strategies: Annotating a Text.” Research Guides, Eastern Washington University, 30 July
2018, research.ewu.edu/c.php?g=82207.
Vacca & Mraz, Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Pearson Education, Inc.
2014. Pp. 334.
Description:
 What is this strategy? Annotations can be used as a cognitive literacy strategy across content areas to help
students to understand text structure, identify and analyze important concepts, and communicate their
understanding of these concepts” (Vacca 334). Annotating can include symbols to mark different components
of a text, writing comments, and rewriting concepts from the text.
 How do I do this strategy? Give students a reason to annotate. This could be a question that they need to
search for, think about, and answer. Another reason could be to find and interact with details that could lead
to a new understanding of the text. When annotating, students should have a focus on a concept to learn about
or a skill to master. Next, give students a text to annotate. They can write on the text or use post-it notes.
Students can also annotate by writing responses based off the reading in a journal (Burke 213). After that,
have students discuss their annotations, why they did what they did, what they learned, and how it changed
their thinking. This allows students to put the new information into their own words and use it for a purpose.
 Why should I do this strategy? Annotations should not be used all the time, otherwise it just becomes busy
work. The students become active readers when they are annotating, so a teacher should pick specific texts to
annotate and ask the students to look for specific details in the text to provide new meaning or understanding.
There are many purposes for annotating a text. Students could collaborate to annotate a text to gain
perspective on what different group members are learning from the text. Students could code the text as they
look for a writing technique, like coding a text that states an argument and labeling the different parts of what
makes it an argument. Students could annotate a text to reveal a variety of patterns. Students could annotate a
text for anything they view as important and then share what they marked and why (Burke 214). All of these
annotating strategies facilitate new learning due to a deeper interaction with the text and its details. You must
teach students to annotate texts because it will help them learn how to take the information from the text and
translate it to knowledge that they can talk about, write about, and use.
 When should I do this strategy? Students can annotate a text before, during or after reading. Students can
skim through the text before they read to look for credibility or things they may struggle to understand. This
prereading can help the student search for answers outside the text to lead to a better understanding of the text
once the students actually begin reading. Students can annotate as they read. These annotations can focus on a
specific aspect of the text or the developing a skill. After reading, students can come back to different chunks
of the text to reread and then annotate or ask questions (“Reading and Study Strategies: Annotating a Text”).
Variations:
 Music – Students could annotate a musical score looking for patterns and commenting on how it should be
performed.
 Science – Students could annotate an article that explains an experiment. Annotate the text to think about how
the experiment was done and if the students could replicate the experiment.
 Art – Students could annotate a biographical text about an artist. The students could annotate the text to
search for events in the artist’s life that may provide insight into the art they created and the purpose behind it.
 History – Students could annotate historical documents that use language that is different than the language
they use today. The annotations could be paraphrases to help decode what the document is saying.
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NAME:___________________________________ DATE:__________________________ PERIOD:_______

Annotating Text with Purpose
DIRECTIONS: While you are reading an excerpt from “The Shark,” annotate the text by underlining any words or
lines that help you visualize the scene through the author’s use of imagery. Imagery is the use of words to help a reader
experience a scene by appealing to the reader’s five senses (seeing, tasting, touching, smelling, or hearing). For this
exercise, just focus on visual imagery that helps the reader see or imagine what is going on in the text. After you have
finished reading Edwin John Pratt’s poem, go back to each chunk of text you underlined, reread the text, and to the
side of the text, write a sentence that describes how this chunk of text appeals to your sense of sight. These
descriptions could be about what the shark looks like, what the shark is doing, or what the scene around the shark
looks like. After a few minutes, share what you found with your table.

The Shark
by Edwin John Pratt

His body was tubular
And tapered
And smoke-blue,
And as he passed the wharf
He turned,
And snapped at a flat-fish
That was dead and floating.
And I saw the flash of a white throat,
a double row of white teeth,
And eyes of metallic grey,
Hard and narrow and slit.
Then out of the harbor,
With that three-cornered fin
Shearing without a bubble the water
Lithely,
Leisurely,
He swam-That strange fish,
tapered, smoke-blue,
Part vulture, part wolf,
Part neither-for his blood was cold.
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Works Cited
“Examples of Imagery Poems.” YourDictionary, 27 Oct. 2015,
examples.yourdictionary.com/examples-of-imagery-poems.html.
“The Shark.” The Newfoundland Verse, by E. J. Pratt, Ryerson P., 1923.

Assessing Credibility of a Website

Laura Whitaker

Sources: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Boyton/Cook. 2000. Pp.
135-136.
Vacca, Vacca & Mraz, Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Pearson
Education, Inc. 2014. Pp. 40-41
Watanabe-Crockett, Lee. Determining Website Credibility: A Rubric for Modern Digital Citizenship. Global
Digital Citizen Foundation, 25 Nov. 2017, globaldigitalcitizen.org/rubric-website-credibility.

Description/Summary:
 What is the strategy: This has your students evaluate the quality of a website they are considering
using. The framework for this consists of four main focuses that students will want to consider when
assessing any website:



o

The site itself. Consider when the site last updated, is it easy to navigate, has it won an award,
or is it current.

o

The author of the site. Consider searching the author’s name and find out if they have
authority or knowledge on this topic.

o

Audience for the site. Consider if there seems to be a specific audience for this site, and if the
site has an “About Us” section or some introduction.

o

Information found on the site. Consider if the information has been posted elsewhere, are
there links to other sites for more information, is there any important information missing, and
if the information is clearly cited.

How to do the strategy: First your students should have a topic or subject they want to research.
Then present to the students the framework, or the four focuses, for assessing a website. These are
essentially guidelines and can presented as questions, a checklist, etc.

Why use this strategy: Students will be able to understand not only what makes a website credible, though
also why they would want to use a credible source. By having students use credible websites they will be
provide more reliable and trustworthy material on any subject. They will also hear from experts on any
researched subject and know that information is reliable.
When to use this strategy: Before students begin searching for research material on any subject using the
internet. Teachers will want their students to know what to look for in a credible website before they begin
research to avoid having students visit unreliable websites.
Variations:
History: The teacher may have their students research a battle and have them include articles they have found
online. The teacher can give their students a list of qualities that a credible website or article would have. The
teacher can then have them check for these qualities when they search for their sources.
English: For a literature class students may have to research the life of a writer. The teacher can supply the
students with a checklist with statements about the site, author, audience, or site’s information.
Science: The teacher may assign a research paper on famous studies or experiments. The teacher can hand
out a worksheet to their students with questions asking about each of the four focuses. The students will
answer these questions while referencing a website they found and may plan on using.
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Name: ___________________________

Date: __________________

Period: ____________

Website Credibility
Directions: Choose any classical composer, such as Mozart or Beethoven, to research. Then find a
website with information about that composer. Then read through and check each statement that applies to
your website. Once this is done, review what you have checked off and write a conclusion on whether you
found the website to be credible or not, explain your response and reference your notes.

□
□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□

The site:
The website has been updated within the past five years. May be found at the bottom of the website
page.
The site is easy to navigate.
There are citations provided.
Site is well organized.
The author of the site:
The author’s full name can be found. May be on an “About Me” page.
The information on this site shows author is knowledgeable in this topic/subject. They provide/cite
their sources.
There are other sources/sites which support that this author is knowledgeable in this topic. They may
use the author as a cited source.
The audience for the site:
There is an “About Us” section. This helps to explain what audience this website is for.
There are advertisements which are clearly aimed towards a certain audience.
The author clearly writes in a style meant for a particular audience.
The information on the site:
The information is current.
This information can be found published somewhere other than this site.
The information is clearly cited.
There are links to other places where this, or more information on this topic, is provided.
It is easy to tell what information is factual and what is opinionated. You can tell what the author’s
intentions were.
Conclusion on Credibility:
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Chunk the Text

Sam Wagner
Burke 230-232

Description/Summary of Strategy:
What: This strategy divides larger text into smaller, more manageable amounts of texts. The students can better
understand and connect to individual ideas within the text.
How: Students will skim a large block of text, separating text into smaller portions. As they do this, they will be
aware of their reasoning for each separation, so they are aware of how they organize ideas.
Why: By simplifying the text into smaller pieces, students can focus their attention on one idea at a time, as well as
why they believe an idea is important in the text. Students will eventually be able to chunk text on their own reading
or reading for other subjects.
When: Chunking the text is best utilized during and after reading.
●

During- While reading, annotating the text can help draw attention to the most important points within the
text, and it can allow students to locate these points later.

●

After- Once students have a general idea of the text, referring back to their annotations evaluate the text and
decide where one idea ends and the next begins. They must also filter the less important points and divide
only according to the more important information.

Variations: The only thing about this strategy that would change for other subjects would be the content of the text,
because the goal of reading would still be for students to process the important information in manageable amounts.
●

For younger students, it's best to start with a simpler, and smaller, text.

●

As students become proficient with the strategy, have them begin to do this for homework with other readings.

●

In math, you could use this to help organize the steps of a math problem, or in a foreign language or history to
simply outline important information.

Citations:
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, an Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000.
“Chunking Text.” HISD: Professional Support and Development, houstonisdpsd.org/site_content/17-effectivepractice-pages/260-chunkingtext.
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Name:

Period:

Date:

Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

With your group, decide how you would like to break up the provided text.
Listen to the recording as a class.
As a group, answer the questions below.
We will discuss the answers to the questions as a class.

What were the criteria your group used to decide where text should be broken up the first time?

Did this criteria change once you had listened to the recording?

How does music influence the meaning of text?
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Chunk the Text

Allessandra West

Outside Sources: Jim Burke, Reading Reminders. Boynton/Cook, 2000. pp 230-231
Description/Summary:
What this strategy is: Chunk the text is a strategy that allows students to read with
greater independence since, using it, they can break a text into meaningful but shorter
units to help increase comprehension. Meaningful meaning units that students can still
understand and includes pertinent information from the subject.
How to do the strategy: Depending on the text length, type, structure or genre,
determine if you can chunk it down by:
 Paragraph
 Stanza
 Scene
 Line
 Sentence Segments
Can also follow the sequence of:
 Introduce chunking with examples and a rationale for when, why and how to use it
 Model using a text similar to the one the class will read
 Have students apply ideas and techniques on their own
o Follow up with evaluation of their work
 Group discussions and self-evaluations of the information they chunked
 Rewrite the information to see the ideas more clearly
Why do this strategy: This strategy is best used with challenging texts of any length.
Will help students break down the information and paraphrase it, helping them retain and
synthesize information, increase comprehension, and empower students to know they can
read challenging text.
When to use this strategy: This strategy can be most effective during and before an
activity. As teachers, we can choose to have our students chunk the text if the material is challenging
or presented in a large quantity.

Variations:
History-Have students read a specific chapter and chunk it down by paragraph. Since most books
have sections labeled, can have students work off of those.
Science-In lab instructions, help the students chunk the instructions. This way students can go step by
step and not miss anything. Hopefully they will also understand each task more in depth as well.
Art-Using a text art example, have students analyze the text within the image or print and use it as a
model for when they read an article or chapter on a specific tool or artist.
English-After reading a section tell the students to look back over the information they read and with
a partner, chunk the sections that they think are most important based on information that is discussed
in the literature.
11

Name: __________________________________________ Date:

Period:

Chunk the Text Assignment for “Brahms Academic Festival Overture Op. 80”
Directions: Read through the viola part for Academic Festival Overture. Bracket with a pencil each phrase
you see/hear (4 bar? 8 bar?). While listening, chunk the introduction and then where the melody changes,
along with the articulation. Lastly, any part that looks challenging, rewrite the notes in the manuscript area
below the excerpt.
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Concept Definition Mapping

Rob Williams

Sources: Vacca & Mraz. Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Pearson
Education, Inc., 2014. Pgs. 313-327. See also 326-327.
Booth, Mary Lee. Teaching Reading in Science. ASCD, 2001. Pgs. 50-52.
Description of Strategy:
What it is: Concept-definition mapping focuses on teaching students the meaning of key concepts. The main
idea or concept is in the center of the map, and each of the various branches describe essential attributes of
that concept. The students need to describe what the concept is, compare or contrast the concept with
something else, tell what the concept is like, and then provide examples of the concept. The map serves as an
organizational tool that allows students to make sense of all the categories and relationships associated with
the concept in the middle.
How to use it: First, you should display the map in a place where all the students can see it. Handing out
student copies is also a good idea. Next, you should go over the different aspects of the concept map,
pointing out that each strand corresponds to a particular question (What is it like? What is it? What are some
examples?). Then, model the process of filling out the map. Since there are multiple supports for each strand,
it is a good idea to fill in one box from each strand and let the students do the rest on their own. After the
students have filled out the map, go over the map with the class to make sure that your students have a sound
understanding of the concept and clear up any remaining questions (Booth 50-52).
Why you should do it: Regardless of content area, there are always concepts that are abstract or otherwise
difficult for students to comprehend. The concept-definition map allows students to explain their
understanding of the concept and elaborate on that understanding by citing examples (Booth 50). Writing the
information down in this visual form, in the same manner as other graphic organizers, helps students
comprehend and retain information about an important concept (Vacca 318).
When to do this strategy: During and After Reading. During reading, this strategy helps students learn how
to read and look for internal structure inside a text; internal structure refers to the interrelationships between
ideas in a text (Vacca 313). In this case, students begin with a central concept and search for subordinate
ideas that aid in comprehension and deepen understanding of that central concept. (Vacca 313). In this way,
the concept-definition map scaffolds student reading. After reading, students are able to identify the key
supporting ideas for the central concept and connect those supporting ideas together. Going over the maps
with the students after reading the text also serves as an excellent opportunity to summarize the important
points which relate to the central concept in the map (Vacca 318). This also helps students integrate the new
information that they learned from the text into their prior knowledge about the subject.
Variations by content area:




Art- This would work well with teaching student about different styles of art, or different painting
techniques.
Music- Use this as an introduction to teach the basics about different genres of music.
English- This would be good for helping students learn and distinguish between different literary
devices.
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Name:____________________________________ Date:___________________ Block:______

Totalitarianism Concept-Definition Map
Directions: Please fill in the supporting boxes with relevant information from Chapter 34. The core concept
lies in the middle of the concept map. Please answer the questions that relate to each of the boxes that spread
outward from that core concept.

Contrasts with:

What is it? (Definition)

What is it like?

(Features)

Totalitarianism

What are some examples?
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Concept Definition Mapping

Brooke Harmon

Teaching Reading in Science p. 50-52
Description/Summary of Strategy:








What: The Definition Concept Mapping Strategy is a strategy used to help students understand and
comprehend vocabulary words. This strategy also helps student visualize the different elements of
these vocabulary words by mapping out the various parts of the word. This is important because it
allows students to increase their understanding of vocabulary.
How: Teachers should create a concept map for their students to follow, consisting of a box for the
main vocabulary word, a box for the definition of the word, and three additional boxes for the “What
is it like?” (characteristics), and “What are some examples?” categories. The teacher should then
model for their students how to complete each box for a given vocabulary word. Students should then
practice mapping out the various concepts of a vocabulary word either on their own or in small
groups.
Why: Teachers should use this strategy because it will allow students to expand their vocabulary and
improve their comprehension of words. Students will be able to visualize and organize their ideas
by modeling their understanding and supporting that understanding with definitions, characteristics,
and examples.
o “Concept/Definition Maps offer a visual strategy for enriching understanding of a concept
or definition” (“Concept/Definition Maps”).
When: This strategy is best used DURING and AFTER reading/learning vocabulary content. It is
best used DURING because the students will be actively engaged with the material and guiding their
understanding as they read. This strategy is also best used AFTER because it requires students to
recall the material they learned and elaborate on their understanding by classifying definitions,
characteristics, and examples of vocabulary words.

Possible Variations:



This strategy can do done individually, in pairs, or in small groups (“Concept/Definition Maps”).
English teachers can use this strategy when students are reading a book or poem to help students
understand what is happening in the text.
 Science teachers can use this strategy when learning about the ecosystem and all of the elements that
make up an ecosystem.
 Art teachers can use this strategy when analyzing a certain kind of painting or era of art to further
understand a concept.
 Music teachers can use this strategy to map out a certain type or piece of music to get students to
connect to the music.
Citations:
Barton, Mary Lee. Teaching Reading in Science: A Supplement to Teaching Reading in the Content Areas.
ASCD, 2001, pp.50-52.
“Concept/Definition Maps to Comprehend Curriculum Content.” Reading Teacher, vol. 65, no. 3, Nov.
2011, pp. 211–213. EBSCOhost, doi:10.1002/TRTR.01029.
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Name: __________________________________ Date: _________________ Period: ______________

Math Concept Definition Mapping
Directions: In your groups, you will pick a vocabulary word we have learned in the unit and put that word in
the center box labeled “The Word”. Once you have chosen your vocab word you will write the definition of
this word in the box above it labeled, “What is it?”. Next you will go to the “What is it like?” column and
write three characteristics in the boxes that describe the vocab word. Finally you will think of three examples
of your chosen word and write these examples in the boxes labeled, “What are some examples?”.

What is it? (Definition)
What is it like?

The Word

What are some examples?
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Context Clues

Rachel Hart

Description/Summary of Strategy
● What: Context clues are pieces of information found within the text that help decipher the meanings of certain
concepts and words that are unfamiliar to the reader.
● How: There are several different strategies that can be used to focus on context clues, often times it requires
engaging closely with the text. Examples in which context clues can be used to help discover unknown words
or concepts are: definitions, repetition, and provided examples (Robb 84). Other examples to utilize context
clues can include the use of synonyms, antonyms, and even prior knowledge (“Vocabulary: Context Clues”).
● Why: Using context clues as a strategy is essential, because it allows students to draw on their prior
knowledge in order to infer unfamiliar topics, words, and concepts that are provided in the text. By
incorporating this strategy, students are able to assess their comprehension and further analyze the text,
despite encountering unfamiliar words.
○ “When you figure out the meaning of a word from context, you are making a guess about what the
word means. To do this, you use the hints and clues of the other words and sentences...You might not
be able to guess the exact meaning of a word, but you may be close enough to get the meaning of the
sentence it is in” (“Vocabulary: Context Clues”).
● When: This strategy is best used during reading, because students will encounter unfamiliar texts and need to
use context clues as they read. During reading, students can discover the meaning of the context in order to
further understand unknown concepts or words. In so doing, students can ask questions, encounter familiar
parts of the text, and engage in the deeper meaning of the text by utilizing their prior knowledge. This method
could also be used before reading to make predictions about a text (i.e. if students are given vocabulary words
about the text) or even interact and familiarize themselves with unfamiliar words or concepts.
● Possible Variations:
○ This strategy could be applied to any content area because everyone, at some point, will encounter
unfamiliar words or concepts while engaging with text. If you are looking for specific items for
students to identify, those items could be placed in the context clue chart.
○ Spanish: Students can use the context clue chart to engage with new and unfamiliar vocabulary. This
could be especially helpful when engaging in a new vocabulary unit.
○ Math: Students could use context clues in math when engaging with new formulas or terminology.
○ Music: Students in music could use the context clue chart in order to learn about composers or
musical eras.
○ History: Students in history could use this method to identify the characteristics of important
historical figures or
Citations
Robb, Laura. Reading Strategy Lessons for Science & Social Studies: 15 Research-Based Strategy Lessons That
Help Students Read and Learn From Content-Area Texts. Scholastic Incorporated, 2009, pp. 45-48, 84.
“Vocabulary: Context Clues.” Cuesta College,
https://www.cuesta.edu/student/resources/ssc/study_guides/vocabulary/811_vocab_clues.html. Accessed 18
October 2018.
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Name: _________________________________

Date: _____________________

Period: __________

Context Clues
Directions: Context clues can help you decipher unfamiliar words or concepts based on the information
provided to you. According to Laura Robb who wrote Reading Strategy Lessons for Science & Social Studies: 15
Research-Based Strategy Lessons That Help Students Read and Learn From Content-Area Texts, the author may
provide one or several ways to help you decipher these words and concepts (Robb 84); these include:








A definition
An example
Repetition

In another sentence
Restated meaning
In a nonfiction feature (i.e. chart)

Below, a table is provided to help you engage with context clues. After reading the provided text, write out
three words that you are unfamiliar with in the first column. In the second column, provide the direct quote
in which the word is listed in the text. You will then use one of the context clues above to help you decipher
the meaning of the word; write which one you used in the third column. In the fourth column, you will
double check your work, and look up the word in a dictionary.
Unfamiliar Word

Quote from Text

Context Clue Used

Dictionary Definition

Robb, Laura. Reading Strategy Lessons for Science & Social Studies: 15 Research-Based Strategy Lessons That
Help Students Read and Learn From Content-Area Texts. Scholastic Incorporated, 2009, pp. 84.
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Context Clues

Madi Glatz

Source: Robb, Laura. Reading Strategy Lessons for Science and Social Studies. Scholastic Professional,
2009.
Context Clues are used to help the students search in the text for the meaning of the word that they are
unfamiliar with by using information around the word, or context clues.
To introduce the idea of Context Clues make sure the students understand the strategy is used to help them
identify the definition of an unknown word by investigating the surrounding sentences to pick up on clues
that are provided in the text. This will help them to comprehend not only that word but the whole story more
in depth. Giving the students the following strategies to help them know where in the text to look for context
clues will help give them ideas of how to best use their investigation skills most effectively instead of
wasting time by rereading the whole text and not looking for specific clues provided.
How to use context clues in a provided reading- there are several strategies provided in texts to help students
notice context clues and where to look for them:
 Clear Definition: have the definition given in the sentence after the word is used.
 Concrete Example: give an example of what the word means in the sentence.
 Repetition of New Word: repeat the word in familiar and unfamiliar situations.
 In Other Sentences: use a previous sentence or one after to explain the word.
 Restated Meanings: rewording the meaning of the word in the same or different sentence.
 In a Nonfiction Feature: definitions can be in sidebars, captions, or even diagrams.
Other helpful tips: Reread the sentences and read the sentences aloud because they can hear the surrounding
words in context with the unfamiliar one to help clarify the meaning.
Why to use Context Clues- Teach students to use Context Clues to give the students an opportunity to
discover difficult words’ meanings through reading. The students are responsible for decoding the meaning
in the sentences to build their vocabulary words and be able to use them in their speaking and writing.
When using Context Clues is a during reading strategy to help increase the student’s vocabulary and
comprehension to give them more confidence speaking and writing. It also is a great strategy to use to
increase comprehension of words that they don’t understand. This during reading strategy also helps
reinforce the idea that students should go back to the text and reread when they don’t understand a word to
pick up on the context clues in the text.
Variations (easily varied for subjects with articles or readings):
 Music: The students can read a biography on a composer that contains new words that will be
discussed in a lesson where they need to know the definition of and be able to comprehend the words
that had context clues in the biography to decipher.
 Art: An art teacher can give the students a text on an era of artwork that is new and has difficult
vocabulary words where there are context clues to utilize and discover the meaning of the words for
the new era.
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Name__________________________________ Date_______________ Period___________

Using Context Clues
Directions: Please read carefully the following text. Feel free to reread it as many times as you need.
Highlighting the surrounding words of the bolded words will help you identify the context clues. The
underlined words are the ones you need to define on the following lines at the bottom from your analysis of
the context clues provided.

As You Like It: Act II Scene VII by: William Shakespeare
Copyright © 2013 K12reader.com. All Rights Reserved. Free for educational use at home or in classrooms.
www.k12reader.com

All the world’s a stage,
And all the men and women merely players:
They have their exits and their entrances;
And one man in his time plays many parts,
His acts being seven ages. At first, the infant,
Mewling and puking in the nurse’s arms.
_________________________________
And then the whining school-boy, with his
Satchel and shining morning face, creeping like snail _________________________________
Unwillingly to school. And then the lover,
Sighing like a furnace, with a woeful ballad
_________________________________
Made to his mistress’ eyebrow. Then a soldier,
Full of strange oaths and bearded like the pard,
Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel,
Seeking the bubble reputation
Even in the cannon’s mouth. And then the justice,
In fair round belly with good capon lined,
_________________________________
With eyes severe and beard of formal cut,
Full of wise saws and modern instances;
_________________________________
And so he plays his part. The sixth age shifts
Into the lean and slipper’d pantaloon,
_________________________________
With spectacles on nose and pouch on side,
His youthful hose, well saved, a world too wide
For his shrunk shank; and his big manly voice,
_________________________________
Turning again toward childish treble, pipes
_________________________________
And whistles in his sound. Last scene of all,
That ends this strange eventful history,
Is second childishness and mere oblivion,
Sans teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything. _________________________________

Helpful Tips: Reread and reread again! Also, feel free to read aloud the text to yourself to pronounce the
words and see how they flow with the rest of the text.
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Credibility of a Website

Valeria Gonzalez

Vacca pg 40-42
Description/ Summary of Strategy:


What: The strategy of determining the credibility of a website is an important strategy to
teach all your students because so much information now a days is on the internet, students
need to be aware of the “good” websites and the “bad” ones. This strategy will strengthen
their skills to be cautious about a website’s credibility.
 How: Teachers have the choice to decide how they want to set this strategy up. Most
common way is a checklist that way students can chart their answers as they follow the
questions. The teacher could also have help from the students to create a checklist
together with different categories.
 Why: Teachers should use this strategy to help students identify features on a website that
would make them credible or noncredible.
o “Effectively evaluating information is a skill that you can use for the rest of your life
no matter what you do. Always be smart about the information you read and refer to”
(Staff/EasyBib).
 When: This strategy could be best used at the beginning of a lesson. The teacher could use
this strategy to introduce a lesson, reel the students in with various websites and give them
an idea of what they are about to learn about. This gives the student a chance to recall their
prior knowledge on assessing websites, but also build on that knowledge. Students will
need to assess the website, and conclude on the credibility of the website.
Possible Variations:





This strategy could be used in groups, pairs or individually, per the teacher.
English teachers could benefit from this strategy greatly when introducing a new subject or
having students research a certain topic. This strategy would help the students determine
which websites are credible to use towards the topic
Spanish teachers can benefit from this strategy also when having students research
information over a certain topic such as a war, or history on a city. The students would use
this strategy to understand which websites seem credible and which do not.

 This strategy could be used by History teachers also, the students could use this strategy
when finding primary and secondary sources online.
Citations:
Learningpath.org, 22 Sept. 2018, learningpath.org/articles/Why_Math_is_So_Important.html.
Lefkowitz, Mike. “MIND Research Institute.” Why Is Math So Important?. 22 Sept. 2018,
blog.mindresearch.org/blog/why-is-math-so-important.
Staff, EasyBib. “How to Check Your Sources for Credibility.” EasyBib, Chegg, 22 Sept. 2018,
www.easybib.com/guides/students/writing-guide/ii-research/c-evaluating-sources-for-credibility/.
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Name _________________________________

Period ___________

Date _____________________

Credibility of a Website Checklist
Directions: You will skim over two websites. After looking at these websites, you will complete the following checklist for both
websites. Write your responses in the box for the given website.
Why Math is Important #1

Why is Math So Important #
BIAS
Does this website seem to have an agenda, perspective, or bias?
If so, what kind?
What knowledge or skill does the author have in the topic area?
RELIABILITY
Does the information make sense?
Identify the form of the website. (Blog, forum, commercial website,
government website)
Do you trust this source? Why or why not?
PURPOSE
Does the website organize information effectively? How?
Does the website explain their purpose thoroughly?

After completing the checklist, which of the two websites would you choose as being the “better” website?
Explain. (2 sentence min)
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Dense Question Strategy

Eric Tabaka

Outside Sources: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH:
Boynton/Cook, 2000, pp. 43-44. Print.
“Dense Questioning.” Georgia Teaching Standards. https://www.georgiastandards.org/resources/
Lexile_in_Action_Strategies__Tasks/Dense%20Questioning_Description.pdf. Accessed October 11
2018.
Tsioulcas, Anastasia. “4 Ways To Hear More In Music. NPR Music. https://www.npr.org/sections/
deceptivecadence/2014/01/28/267777013/4-ways-to-hear-more-in-music. Accessed October 11 2018.
Summary: Dense questioning allows students to engage with a text by answering questions regarding
what was read, how it can relate to the reader’s own life, and how it connects to the world or outside
sources. These three types of questions can be combined to enhance critical thinking, eventually
leading to the dense question which relates to all three categories of questions.
What: This strategy allows students to respond to a reading from various viewpoints. Different types of
questions allow students to recall what was read from the text, as well as activate prior knowledge and
practice self-reflection. This strategy also connects different types of questions, which encourages
critical thinking from the student. Using dense questioning can connect information and make material
more relatable to the student, which will increase interest in the subject. Providing the freedom to
answer questions not simply on the text but also from one’s own experiences and observations is a
benefit of this strategy.
How: This strategy involves a range of questions for students to respond to based on drawing
information from the text, and also involving what they already know about outside sources and
understanding their own personal opinions. Students can practice creating questions based on the text,
their own understanding, and outside sources, which can then be used to apply to other readings and
classes. Students eventually can formulate their own dense questions and connect different realms of
thought to fully grasp the text and to personalize it for their own learning.
Why: Students need to learn how to ask questions when reading in order to understand the important
concepts a text is presenting. Also, creating connections between disciplines opens the mind of the
student and reinforces the concept for them. Dense questions are what students should be asking
eventually, so scaffolding what these types of questions appear as can assist students in developing
their own complex questions (Burke 43). “As students become more sophisticated in their reading, they
can be given the activity at a more difficult level of formulating their own questions that correspond to the
set of categories. As students engage these multiple perspectives, their understanding of the text
becomes richer and more sophisticated” (“Dense Questioning”).
When: This is primarily used as an after reading strategy. Students will respond to the questions after
reading to recall information and to connect the text to outside material and to themselves. It could also
be used as a during strategy, with students answering the questions as they read and forming those
connections step by step throughout the reading of the text.
Variations: In math, the students could consider a math problem in different ways, and creating their own
word problems based on prior examples and their own personal touch. In history, students answer
questions based on a global disaster, providing their own insight and their understanding from outside
class on the subject, and connecting it to the text. In Spanish, students read about a Spanish holiday,
and compare what the article says to their own understanding of it and comparing it to holidays of other
cultures.
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Name:__________________________

Period:________

Date:__________________________

Dense Question Strategy
Directions: As a class, we will read an article on four ways we can hear more from the music we
are listening to. After we read, answer the questions below on the back of the article handout,
either by yourself or with a partner at your table. The questions will be based on the text, on
your personal view, on outside knowledge, or a combination of any of these three aspects. We
will then have a class discussion to share our answers and ideas with each other, reviewing how
and/or why you arrived at your answer.

Type of Question

Description

Question

Text

Info found in the text

What are the 4 ways to hear more from
music?

Reader

Based on own experience or
ideas

Why do you like certain types of music?

World/Outside
Sources

Based on what you know from
outside resources

How might a composer use this knowledge
in writing music?

Text AND Reader

Based on info in text AND own
experience or ideas

Of the 4 ways to hear more from music,
which (if any) do you do most and why?

Text AND
World/Outside
Sources

Based on info in text AND
outside resources

Which of the 4 ways to hear more from
music to you think is most used by
composers?

Reader AND
World/Outside
Sources

Based on own experiences or
ideas AND outside resources

How does music play a role in your life and
how do you see it at work with others?

Dense Question

Based on ALL primary types of
questions

How does music connect to you and to the
world?
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Reading Article
You love the music you love, but you'll love it even more if you listen closely. The way a
piece or a song moves us is ultimately what makes music lovers come back for more.
But the more you understand how composers and musicians manipulate the
fundamental four elements of music — rhythm, melody, harmony and color — is a peek
behind the curtain.
1. Rhythm And Meter: Does the music move quickly, or slowly, or somewhere in
between? Can you hear the meter? (That is, can you easily hear the downbeat? Does
the music divide neatly into, for example, one-two-three-four or one-two-three over and
over again?) Do certain rhythms pop up again and again? Where are the stressed
accents? Do stresses pop up in unexpected places?
2. Melody. A catchy melody can be the make-or-break of music — and it's not just a
matter of what the most important notes are, but where they go. Does a particular line
contain a lot of notes, or just a few? How big is the range of pitches you hear — do they
all cluster on low notes, for example, or mostly high, or do they go all over the place? Is
there a main melody that the composer returns to again and again or uses as a
springboard, or are the ideas more diffused?
3. Harmony: Do you hear just one line of melody, or are there different voices or
instruments weaving in and out on using different pitches from each other? If it's the
latter case: Do those lines sound close together in pitch or far apart? Do they move in
the same direction as or away from each other and when they come to rest, how does it
sound? When three or more pitches sound together at the same time (which is called a
chord), what does that sound like?
4. Color And Texture. Each instrument produces a different range of "colors" — the
metallic brilliance of a flute, for example, sounds a whole lot different than the warmth of
a female singer, though they have similar pitch ranges. How does the composer partner
up instruments? Does she or he use very familiar combinations, like a string quartet (two
violins, viola and cello), or a much more unusual array?
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Dense Question Strategy

Emily Watts
Burke, Pages 43-44

Source: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Published 2000.
What: Students create and answer questions based on connections between what they read, think, and what they
see in the world.
How:
● Give students text to read. Use text that has some sort of character, plot, emotion, description, or
problem/conflict.
● Students will create their own questions by following the guide after completing the reading.
Why:
●
●
●
●
●
●

There’s a variety of ways it can be used, including for picture books and novels.
Can be used for group work, which is important because students can learn from their peers.
Lots of flexibility- Have groups create different question types.
Allows students to make their own connections to the text and the world.
Provides a guide of questions without giving away answers
Students can use this to brainstorm ideas for an essay

Source: https://sites.google.com/site/contentarealiteracy2009to2010/home/sciences-and-literacy/group-1--science/lesson-plans/dense-questioning

When:
Use this strategy during or after to help students think about and understand the reading. If you use it during,
students can use this as a guide, and build their knowledge as they go. If you use it after, they will have to think
about what they read, and go back to create a connection. This will also help solidify what they have read because
students must think about other sources and relate it to the text. Either way, students will be making connections
and showing what they took away from the reading.
Variations:
Art: Incorporate a book about an artist and have students complete this activity. See if they can connect
information about this artist to artists they have learned about in the past.
History: Choose a poem that was written by a person who lived in the time period you are studying, and allow
students to make connections with the author.
English: This strategy works really well with most books, especially when it involves characters. Take any novel
from your unit and have students make connections from the book to other literature they have read.
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Name:_____________________________________________ Date:___________________ Class:____________________
Dense Question Strategy
Directions: Read the art song “The Last Rose of Summer” that is provided. When you finish reading the art song, you will
create questions based on the text. The “Type of Question” column will guide you. The bolded word is the type of question you
will create, and included below the type is a description to help guide you. Write your questions in the blank boxes under
“Questions Generated”. The final question should be a dense question that summarizes the text using all three types (Text,
Reader, and World/Other Literature).
Type of Question
(What kind of question to write)

Questions Generated
(The question you are creating)

Text
Information found in the text

Reader
Reader’s experience, values and ideas.

World or Other Literature
Knowledge of history, other cultures, other literature

Text and the Reader
Combines knowledge of text own experiences and values

Text and Other Literature
Combines knowledge of text with knowledge of other
pieces of literature
Reader and the World
Combines knowledge of reader’s own experiences with
knowledge of other cultures and people
Reader and Other Literature
Combines knowledge of reader’s own experiences with
other pieces of literature
Dense Question
Combines knowledge of all three areas (text, reader, and
world) into one dense question. You may have multiple
sentences in order to create the question.
Chart inspired by http://vonsteuben.enschool.org/ourpages/auto/2007/8/23/1187897078557/Dense%20Questioning%20w-ques.doc

Text

Reader

World
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Discussion Web

Anna Fank

Discussion Web Reflection Strategies article

Description/Summary Strategy:


What: Discussion webs are useful because they incorporate all four areas of language: speaking,
listening, reading and writing. They can also be used prior to a class discussion and students can
fill out a discussion web with their ideas that they want to bring up to the entire class.



How: Teachers have the ability to manipulate discussion webs depending on what part of the
lesson the teacher wants to implement it. If you were to use it post reading, the teacher can have a
big picture question that engages the students with the big ideas from the text. This question for
example would be placed in the middle of the web and possible ideas or answers would branch off
from it. It can have specific boxes and be organized, or it can be more relaxed and allow for each
student to transform the web in a way it will help them most.



Why: Discussion webs are beneficial to all students, even the quieter ones. They allow each
student to do their own individual critical thinking. After they complete this, students can pair up
with a partner and share ideas, which allows students to see different perspectives. Then it can all
be brought together as a whole class discussion and hopefully the previous individual and partner
thinking with help motivate students to participate in the whole class discussion.
o



“A Discussion Web helps students visualize the key elements of an issue and quickly
identify opposing points of view on the matter. This organizational tool guides discussions
by allowing students to identify ideas of contention, to weigh opposing viewpoints, to
critically evaluate the arguments, and to draw conclusions.” (Reading Educator)

When: Discussion webs are very flexible. They can be manipulated, so the teacher can use them
as a pre-reading or pre-writing activity. It can also be used post reading or writing. In both cases
whether it is used before or after it helps students organize and analyze their ideas or ideas from
the text.

Possible Variations


Discussion webs are useful for all content area teachers and can help students visualize their ideas
and thoughts.



Spanish or foreign language teachers can use discussion webs if there is a passage or text that they
want the students to find an answer to a question by looking at all the possible options.



Math teachers can use discussion webs with story problems to help find possible solutions or they
could put an equation in the middle of the web and have students characterize the equation and use
the web to express their ideas.

Works Cited
"Reading Educator". Readingeducator.Com, 2018, http://www.readingeducator.com/strategies/web.htm.
Accessed 23 Oct 2018.
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Name: ______________________________ Period: __________________ Date: ___________________
Discussion Web: “Era mi amiga”
Directions: After we read the poem, Era mi amiga, I will hand out this discussion web for everyone to
complete. The question is in the middle square and to the left is a ‘yes’ box and to the right is a ‘no’ box.
You will come up with reasons why the question is right and why it is wrong and use specific evidence
from the poem.

Reasons
No

Yes

Does the author Jose
Angel Buesa love the
unnamed girl in this
poem?

Conclusions
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Discussion Web

Vince O’Meara

Description:
 What is this strategy? A discussion web is a literacy strategy that asks students to speak, read, write, and listen
to others (Barton 160). This strategy allows every student time to think, time to share with a partner, and time to
make a decision on a judgement-based yes or no question from a piece of literature. “The strategy uses
cooperative learning principles that follow the think-pair-share discussion cycle” (Vacca 216). The students will
work on their own, with a partner, with a group, and then share their findings with the class. A discussion web
consists of a chart with a central question in the middle. There are charts to the left and right of the question,
each chart has slots where the students write evidence in support of the “yes” answer on the left and the “no”
answer on the right. The students fill the charts with evidence, discuss with their classmates, and reach a
conclusion about which answer they think is correct. The question should be open ended so a student can pick
either “yes” or “no” and be correct as long as they justify the reasoning for their choice.
 How do I do this strategy? First, prepare the students for the reading by activating their prior knowledge,
asking them questions, and giving them the knowledge they need to have before they begin reading. Give the
students a reason to read by telling them what to think about or look for. Then, allow the students to actively
read the text by taking notes about the question. After the students have completed the reading, give them the
discussion web sheet and explain the directions. Use wait time to give students the necessary time to generate
reasons for both the “yes” and “no” response categories. After that, pair up students and have them share their
ideas with each other. Give the students time to think, write, and discuss their responses before grouping them
with another pair. Again, give the group time to think, write, and share their ideas. Then, ask the students to
come to a conclusion and explain the reasons why they picked what they did. Pick a spokesperson for each
group to share their conclusion with the class and then have the class discuss the conclusions and reasons so
every student has a chance to get involved (Barton 160-161).
 Why should I do this strategy? Teachers should utilize this strategy because it requires each student to be
accountable for their learning. In order to successfully complete the activity, every student needs to have read
and make a judgement about the text (Barton 160). Through the work in pairs, students have to share their ideas
with someone else and cannot hide from participating. The small groups are also less intimidating to shy
students. The strategy incorporates writing, listening, reading, and speaking, which are all valuable skills that
translate to all content areas. The strategy also gives students the wait time they need to create and process their
thoughts. Best of all, the strategy allows students to look at a question or problem from different perspectives
because they have to think of reasons to support both answers. The students can see the logic behind both
answers and then make their own choice based on the information they agree with the most.
 When should I do this strategy? Students can use a discussion web can be used before, during or after reading.
The students can use a discussion web before reading to contemplate a theme or issue they will read about in the
text later. The students can use a discussion web during reading if they are exposed to the question before they
read. They could discuss their thoughts from the webs before they do the reading, too. The students can use the
web as they read evidence that supports either side and place it in the appropriate column. The students would
have to share their evidence with others after they read, though. The discussion web is commonly used after
reading. The students can go back and reread the text or think about things they remember as they are filling in
the chart. All of the discussion would take place after the reading is completed, as well.
Variations:
 Music – Students could read about two composers and use a discussion web to help them decide if one
composer had an influence on the other.
 Science – Students could about climate change and do a discussion web about whether the changes are caused
by humans.
 Art – Students could read about and view a piece of art. Then, the students could use a discussion web to
decide if the artwork represents a certain time period or genre or not.
 History – Students could read about a war general or leader of a country and the things that person did to
influence the citizens of their country. The students could then do a discussion web on whether or not the
general or leader was good at their position based on what happened to their country.
Sources:
Barton, Mary Lee. “Discussion Web.” Teaching Reading in the Content Areas: Developing Content Literacy for All Students, Merrill, 1998,
pp. 160–162.
Vacca & Mraz, Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Pearson Education, Inc. 2014. Pp. 216-219.
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NAME:___________________________________ DATE:__________________________ PERIOD:_______

THE OUTSIDERS DISCUSSION WEB
DIRECTIONS: You just finished reading chapter six of The Outsiders. Now, read the main question below in the
discussion web. Take a few moments to think about possible reasons why Johnny and Ponyboy should or should
not have helped the children. On your own, write down at least two reasons for both “yes” and “no” in the
appropriate columns below. Now, turn to your partner. Share all the reasons you wrote down and explain why you
thought each reason supported the “yes” or “no” answer. Continue to discuss the question and write down more
reasons. After a few minutes, your teacher will pair you and your partner with another group. The four of you will
share all the reasons you came up with and discuss the question further. Your goal should be to fill all the reason
boxes for each side. Then, reach a conclusion–yes or no. Be prepared to share your answer and the reasons behind it
with the class. The class will discuss the conclusions afterwards. If you need more space, please write on the back.
NO

YES

QUESTION: Should
Johnny and Ponyboy have
risked their lives to save the
children from the burning
church?

Conclusion (Write Below)
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How to Read Tests

Rob Williams

Sources: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH, 2000. Pgs. 149150.
Vacca & Mraz. Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Pearson Education,
Inc., 2014. Pgs. 96-131.
Description of the Strategy:










What it is: Tests are still a type of text that students read, and so we must teach them how to make
sense of this particular style of text (Burke 149). This is especially important because tests usually
need to be read differently than a novel or sheet music, for example. Teaching students how to
read tests allows educators to make tests as something we do with the students, instead of
something we do to the students (Vacca 96). These strategies work best with multiple choice tests,
but are applicable to open ended questions as well.
How to do this strategy: Ask your students to read the helpful tips in the left column and then
practice doing those actions while they take tests (Burke 149-50). It is a good idea to introduce
these skills early in the year and then have students practice these skills on formative assessments.
Give them practice opportunities before a summative or high-stakes exam (Vacca 98-99). In
addition to practicing those skills, you can also have students ask questions from the right hand
column while taking formative or practice tests (Burke 150). These questions get students thinking
about the process of finding an answer and why they chose the answer that they did (Burke 149).
Why you should do it: We live in a world of high stakes testing; this is unavoidable. But what we
CAN avoid is having students test with “no inquiry, curiosity, or study. No thinking. Just answers”
(Vacca 99). Teaching students how to read tests will not only improve their scores, but also get
them to inquire about the nature of the questions they are being asked. Learning how to take tests
asks students to be curious about their own answers and think about why they chose the answer
that they did. Not only do they study their content, but they also study their answers within the
test. In this way, tests become more than a dull regurgitation of fact; if students know how to read
a test, they get assessed over content AND practice metacognition.
When to do this strategy: This strategy can be used before, during, and after reading. Having
students read the directions and survey the amount and types of questions is an excellent prereading activity that helps them develop their predictive skills. During the exam, re-reading
questions, directions, and answers helps students practice metacognition and ensure that their
answers are supported by evidence from text, both in the exam itself and in their own minds
(recalling what they learned in class). This strategy also works well after reading to help students
summarize their knowledge, discovering both their strengths and areas of improvement. Once
students analyze their knowledge, both teacher and student can go back and reinforce areas that
need extra instruction or practice.
Variations by content area:
o Science- If students fail to follow the directions in a lab, things will explode and general
havoc erupts. After testing, they can figure out why things went wrong.
o Art- Students need to read the directions so that their artistic piece fits into the parameters
that you set for whichever unit you were working on.
o English- As students are writing a literary piece, recursive reading will help students make
sure that they have the necessary form and content for an essay.
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Name:________________________ Date:___________________

Read the directions, both before you begin
the test and during the test at many different points.
Going back during the exam is called reading
recursively.

Skim and Scan the task ahead so that you know

Block:____



What do the directions (or rubric or scoring
guide) suggest I need to understand or look
for in this question?



What are they trying to test?



Where else can I look for this information?

the number and type of questions at hand. Then you know
where to place your time and attention.






What does that word mean in context?
Why is my answer the best answer?
Why did I NOT choose a different answer?
How did I arrive at this answer?
 Is my answer based on my experience or
opinion?

Watch out for traps! Paraphrase
the question in your own words to help you better
understand what you’re being asked to do.

Read ALL the answers before choosing
one. Eliminate wrong answers or

 Is it better to guess or leave the question
blank?

answers that do not make sense.

Skip questions and answer in the order that
makes sense to you.

Answer the easy questions first
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IEPC: Imagine, Elaborate, Predict, Confirm

Brooke Harmon

Vacca p. 191-193
Description/Summary of Strategy:
 What: The IEPC strategy stands for Imagine, Elaborate, Predict, and Confirm. This strategy
is a way for students to strengthen their visualization and imagination skills when reading
certain text. This is important because it shapes students into being effective readers.
 How: Teachers should create, or instruct their students to create, a four column chart in
which they will be able to organize their ideas. The teacher should then lead their students
through each column, modeling for them what kind of information should be written in that
column.
 Why: Teachers should use this strategy in order to increase student reading comprehension
and visualization skills. Students will be able to envision the picture in their heads which
develops their imagination and arouses their curiosity. This is useful when teaching students
a complex or abstract concept.
o “IEPC is designed to motivate students’ interest in reading while simultaneously
enhancing their ability to comprehend and write descriptively” (Wood).
 When: This strategy is best used BEFORE and AFTER reading a passage or learning
content. It is best used BEFORE because the students will need to anticipate what the lesson
is about, generate questions, and predict the outcome, which occurs in the first three
columns of the chart (Imagine, Elaborate, Predict). This strategy is also best used AFTER
because it requires students to recall prior knowledge, and connect/compare and contrast
their predictions to the textual information, which occurs in the last column in the chart
(Confirm).
Possible Variations:
 This strategy is best used in a whole classroom setting, but can also be used in groups, pairs,
or individually (Wood).
 English teachers can use this strategy when introducing a new book, asking students to read
a passage, visualizing what is happening in that passage and predicting how the book will
end.
 History teachers can read a passage or summary to students when introducing the Civil War,
asking them to visualize how the soldiers might have felt or looked in the moment and
predicting the outcome of a certain battle.
 In music, students can listen to a piece of music and describe how it makes them feel and
predict what a particular era of music might sound like.
Citations:
Demi. One Grain of Rice: A Mathematical Folktale. Scholastic Inc., 1997.
Wood, K. D. and Endres, C. (2004), “Motivating Student Interest With the Imagine, Elaborate, Predict, and
Confirm (IEPC) Strategy”. The Reading Teacher, 58: 346-357. doi:10.1598/RT.58.4.4
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Name:____________________________________ Date:___________________ Period:_____________

IEPC Math Activity
Directions: You will close your eyes as I read a passage to you. While I am reading the passage you will
imagine any sights, tastes, smells, or feelings you experience and write them in the “Imagine” column
once the passage is read. You will then pair up with a classmate, asking them to describe details about
what they imagined and write down their responses in the “Elaborate” column. Next, you will use your
ideas from the first two columns to make a prediction about what you think happens at the end of the
story and write it in the “Prediction” column. Finally, after we finish the story you will confirm if your
predictions were true or how they differed from what actually happened and write them in the “Confirm”
column.

Imagine

Elaborate

Predict
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Confirm

Rice Story Summary
Long ago in India, there lived a raja who considered himself to be wise and fair to the people in
his province. The people of his province were rice farmers, and one day the raja decreed that everyone in
the land would have to give nearly all of their rice to him so he could keep it in the royal storehouse for
when a time of great famine entered the land and he could distribute it so no one went hungry.
Each year the rice farmers worked hard in their fields harvesting their rice for the rice collectors to
gather and take away for safekeeping. For years the rice grew well and the storehouses were full until one
year the rice grew badly and a famine spread across the entire land.
Even while living in his elaborate castle with dozen servants and lots of food, the raja refused to
open the storehouses to people and give them rice because he was a very selfish man who wanted to keep
it all to himself. People continued to live in the desert looking land, begging for food, but the famine
continued.
One day the raja decided he wanted to throw a feast for himself just because. As many servants
were decorating the palace for the big party, one servant led an elephant to the storehouse to pick up two
giant baskets of rice. As the elephant made its way back to the palace, a village girl named Rani noticed a
hole in the side of the basket and a stream of rice falling out. She followed the elephant catching the
falling grains of rice in her long red skirt. When the elephant finally returned to the towering walls of the
raja’s palace, a guard noticed what Rani was doing and accused her of being a thief. Rani replied she was
only catching the rice so she would be able to return it to the raja. When the raja heard this he was so
pleased he decided to reward Rani.
After some deliberation Rani decided what she wanted her reward to be. She said “Today you will
give me a single grain of rice. Then each day for thirty days you will give me double the rice you gave me
the day before. Thus tomorrow you will give me two grains of rice, the next day four grains of rice, and
so on for thirty days”. The raja didn’t understand why Rani would want such a small reward but he agreed
to give it to her anyway. So for the next thirty days Rani received her reward of grains of rice, each day
receiving double the amount as the day before.
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Linear Array

Coleen Egan

Source: Burke, Reading Tools Tips and Techniques Reminders: Boynton/ Cook Publishers, Inc. 2000.Pp
267-269.
Vacca, Vacca, and Mraz, Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning Across the Curriculum.
Pearson Education, Inc., 2014. Pp 238-277.
Description/ Summary:
What this strategy is:
A linear array is a type of graphic organizer. It is an interactive strategy that helps students to visualize how words are
associated to each other. It is unlike a word wall, which is a collection of words written in large visible print and
displayed on a prominent surface in the classroom. Word walls provide a point of reference for students during writing
and reading activities whereas linear arrays enable a student to see how words and concepts are related.
How do you do the strategy:
 Identify key vocabulary words and concepts related to the unit topic that you will teach.
 Make a list of key words and terms and provide each student with a copy of the list or discuss with students
which words to use in the linear array.
 Provide students with a template of a linear array or model how to make one.
 Explain to the students why you are using the strategy.
 Model how to select two related words or concepts and how to decide how many steps are needed between
words.
 Encourage students to create a list of words that relate to the vocabulary words provided and use those words
to create the linear array.
 Discuss with students the order in which they decide to place the words. they should be encouraged to defend
their choices.
Why do you do the strategy:
Linear arrays and word walls are two strategies can be used together or separately. The word wall and the Linear
Array strategy both help students to see patterns and relationships in words and help to increase students’ phonetic
awareness as well as their spelling skills. They can be used to activate students’ prior knowledge and help them to
clarify their understanding of concepts as well as increase encounters with difficult vocabulary.
When to use the strategy:
The Linear Array is a suitable before or after reading activity. It helps students to create a personal schema to
understand and remember content specific vocabulary words. Depending on the intent of the lesson, it is possible to
use this strategy during reading. Other graphic organizers such as a word walls can be used during reading to help as
spelling references as well as with content recall.
Variation:
Language Arts – Can be used to show relationship to a theme or unit in a chapter.
History – Can be used to help facilitate a discussion about themes throughout history.
Music – Will help the teachers of music to scaffold the learning of vocabulary associated with learning new
terminology in music.
Science – Linear Arrays will be particularly effective in this content area to teach broad concepts with challenging
vocabulary. The strategy enables its user to chunk texts into smaller more manageable size.
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Name:_______________________________________ Date:________________ Period:______________

Linear Array
Directions: Review these commonly used vocabulary words and their definitions. Then, write them into the linear array
graphic organizer using each distinct row per word. Working from left to right use antonyms and/ synonyms to fill in words
that help you to remember the definitions. You may also start by putting the word in the middle and make associations from
there.
Commonly used Vocabulary words in art:
Medium – The materials and tools used to create art.
Technique – The tools, skill and manner with which the artist chooses to use to create.
Aesthetics – Whether a piece of art is considered pleasing to the eyes and senses or not.
Subject Matter – The main focus depicted by a work of art.
Composition – The arrangement of visual elements in a work of art around the subject matter.
Word
Medium

Technique

Aesthetics

Subject Matter

Composition

Synonyms
Material
Instrument
Tool
Technique
Method
Way
Approach
Procedure
Artistic taste
Beauties
Loveliness
Decorative
Point
Topic
Content
Focus
Theme
Arrangement
Structure
Design
Combination

Antonyms

Inability
Lack
Incompetence
Ascetics
ugly
unappealing
Tasteless
Distract

Damage
Destruction
Demolition
Ruination
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Linear Array

Example of how Linear Array is used to show gradation of techniques in art:

Realism
More Painterly

Less Painterly

Tone

Dark

Light

Linear Array and Word Walls

Kendall Hengst

Outside Sources: Rosenbaum, C. (2001). A word map for middle school: A tool for effective vocabulary
instruction. Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy, 45, 44-49.
“Linear Arrays.” Wisconsin RTI Center, www.wirticenter.com/strategiesbank/documents/Language%20K5/L.VAU%20Linear%20Arrays.pdf.
Summary: Linear arrays are a graphic organizer designed to show the gradation of meaning between two words in
order for students to increase their vocabulary and ability to be specific with word choice. Word walls are ongoing
class lists of vocabulary words for students to reference at any given time during class.
What: Word walls are used as a cumulative lists of content related words hung up in a classroom that students can
use as a scaffold when having conversations about the topic. As new words are added to the list they build upon and
add to the older words instead of replacing them.
Linear arrays are a graphic organizer that are often are paired with word walls and help students visualize
gradations of meaning between two related words.
How: Word walls should be used as an ongoing activity where they are added to or referenced periodically. The
word wall can be organized in many ways: all of the words relating to one specific topic, a general list of contentrelated vocabulary, or an ongoing list of words that are hard to spell. The chart can be added to periodically or stay
fixed, however the word wall must be referenced to and used as a tool frequently.
Linear arrays are generally introduced first by having students brainstorm a list of words about a topic, then use that
set of words plus others from peers to fill in the gradations of predetermined related words. This strategy should be
done first by the teacher, then the class as a whole, then by the individual students or groups of students.
Why: As students work with the vocabulary on word walls for extended periods of time, the words on the wall will
become better anchored in students’ long-term memory and students will be able to allow easier access and recall
of the words. With this quicker access students will use the vocabulary in content-related conversations and create a
base for more conceptual understandings of the vocabulary to occur.
Linear arrays help students increase students’ word consciousness, the ability to understand that every word has a
distinct different meaning. In addition, this strategy gives students more precise language to describe their ideas and
observations.
When: Word walls can be used at any time before, during, or after reading depending on the type of word wall
used.
Linear arrays are best used as a before or after reading strategy. If used before, the strategy can help involve
student’s prior knowledge of vocabulary before reading a dense text. If used after, the strategy can help the student
connect the material read to new vocabulary they can use to better describe the main concepts.
Variations:
History: The linear array strategy would work well in a history classroom in order to show the gray area between
right and wrong in an event in history. For example, you could do a linear array from good to bad in order to give
your students better vocabulary to explain past events.
All subjects should use word walls for the vocabulary that is currently being used in a section so they have constant
exposure, and will have more opportunity to use the content-words.
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Vocabulary Linear Array
For this exercise, you will be using a “Linear Array” to help you find new words you can use when describing
music. First, we will listen to an excerpt of Haydn’s String Quartet no. 63 in Bb Major, commonly called the
“Sunrise” Quartet. While listening, write down as many adjectives as you can in the box below that describe the
music. Try to avoid simpler words like ‘happy’ or ‘sad’ and really dig for more words. Think about these questions:
What is the mood of the piece? What are the dynamics in the piece? How are the musicians playing articulation? Be
prepared to share one of these adjectives with the class.

Your Adjectives

Our Adjectives
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Book Clubs and Literature Circles

Kyle Straznickas
Burke 20-22

Description/Summary of Strategy:
What: This strategy helps students participate in their reading. It gives students a responsibility to
engage with the text so that they can positively contribute to the discussion. It allows students to examine
a text in different ways to promote a greater understanding of the text and its message. Students will
choose a book which interests them and interact with the text until it is completely read and discussed.
How: Students will alternate roles every certain amount of pages. These roles ask students to pay
attention to the text and connect to it. Students will direct a discussion by asking questions that promote
discussion. Students will reflect on the text and compare the text to real life experiences. Students will
draw a visual representation of the text.
Why: This strategy allows students to connect to other works and to others in the literature circle.
Students will be able to discuss the texts from multiple points of view, determine the most noteworthy
parts of a text, and express what a text means to them through discussion. It encourages students to
analyze the text and find the meaning of the text.
When: The lit circle activities will happen during and after reading.
● During - While reading a text, students can interpret the meaning of the story and discuss what
sticks out to them.
● After - After reading the entire text, students can reflect on the ending and the purpose of the work
in general, while making connections to other works and potential endings that were similar.
Variations:
● History: After learning about a time period, students could choose a book about the time period
and start the literature circle rotation.
● English: After reading an assigned text in class, students can read another text which is similar in
genre and message and do the literature circle rotation for that book.
● Music: After learning about a time period in class, students can read non-fiction texts about certain
musicians and do a literature circle with the text students choose.
● Book clubs: Without assigned roles, students read a book and discuss what interests them as they
read.
Citations:
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, N.H., 2000.
“The Difference Between Book Clubs and Literature Circles.” Study.com, Study.com,
study.com/academy/lesson/the-difference-between-book-clubs-literature-circles.html.
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Name: ________________________________
Literature Circles
Directions: In your box below (based on whatever role you decide to take), interact with the text as much
as you can. Write down whatever your group does in their boxes that catches your attention.

Discussion director

Passage master

Connector

Illustrator
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Literature Circles/Book Clubs

Allie Rodwell

Sources: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH, 2000. 20-21.
What is it? Students choose a book to read from a selection picked out by the teacher, and the students
are put into small groups of two to four students who have chosen the same book. Students should
choose a role to focus on: illustrator, connector, passage master, or discussion director. They do
not have to stick with that same role; you could have them rotate on a weekly basis. However,
they should have a role in mind when reading to help guide their reading and so that they are
reading with a purpose.
How to do this strategy: First, provide a list of book choices for the students to choose from; make sure
to offer enough variety (in terms of reading level, length, and format) so that all the students find a
book that they are interested in. Student choice is important. You can offer time for both reading
and discussion in class, but to save class time you can also have the students read on their own and
have discussion time in class. Whichever you choose, make sure to do this on a consistent basis.
Their group discussions should always be student-led, but as the teacher, you should walk around
to observe and listen in discussions.
Why should you do it? This strategy can motivate students to read, because they get to choose what book
they are most interested in reading. They also get to “run the show” by choosing what they want to
discuss/what they thought was important, and they get to do it with their peers and friends.
Connecting with both the book and their peers is an important aspect of this strategy. Additionally,
students learn responsibility through this strategy; they are in charge of a specific role within their
group.
When to do this strategy: This is a during and/or after reading strategy. Because the students take on a
specific role and task, they may choose to stop and make notes on a particular passage as they read
for their group discussion. This forces them to create understanding as they read, make
connections, and/or transform knowledge. As an after strategy, students would think critically
about what they read in order to create discussion questions, illustrations, or connections. The
students are also able to ask each other for clarification or for deeper understanding if they are
confused with a portion in the text.
Variations by content area:




Science: Students can choose from a selection of science-based novels. You can specifically
choose novels to match the unit you are in, such as biology or physics.
Art: Students can read and analyze longer picture books. Additionally, they could also read novels
that involve art in the main story.
History: Students can choose from a selection of books from a specific time period or unit in the
class, such as WWII.
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Literature Circles: Unit 1
Directions: Read the list of roles below. Discuss and decide as a group who will fill which role, and then
write their name in the space provided next to role they choose. As you are reading, keep in mind what the
job of your role is and make any notes (page numbers, questions, sketches, etc.) in your reading journal.
After reading, as you discuss with your group, do not forget to keep notes in your reading journal.

Roles:
___________________

Discussion Director: responsible for creating thought-provoking
discussion questions, and leading the group discussion on the question.

___________________

Passage Master: responsible for directing the group to memorable or
important passages in the text, and reading it aloud.

___________________

Connector: help the group make connections between the outside world
and the text.

___________________

Illustrator: offer visual representation, responses or explanations of the
text.
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Micro Themes

Amber Mraz

Source: Vacca & Mraz, Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Person
Education, Inc. 2014. Pp 285-286.
Description/ Summary:
What this strategy is: A micro theme is a short writing exercise that results in a lot of thinking.
This strategy can be thought of as a mini essay or a collection of mini essays.
How to do the strategy:
o Provide students with a text and give them 2-3 minutes to read OR conduct a class
discussion about a related topic.
o After they have read (or discussed), encourage them to read the prompt and analyze the
text, in relation to the given prompt, in their head. It is important to give students enough
time to read the text as well as analyze it before they write to allow them to brainstorm
and generate as many thoughts as possible before putting it into sentences.
o Lastly, the students will take another look at the prompt and respond in writing for no
more than 9 sentences. The point of this activity is for the students to think a lot but write
very little.
***Giving the students notecards to write their responses on is an effective way to limit how
much students write as well as lowering stress.

Why do this strategy:
o This is an effective way to get student’s thinking about topics of your choice in their own
words. These are low stress (little writing involved), can be used as informal assessments,
and can be used as a study tool for unit tests or future assessments. This takes up little
time in class and can be done for a variety of subjects and units.
When to use this strategy:
o This strategy can effectively be used as a before, during and after strategy. Students can
use this as a preparatory activity to what they will be learning about or reading. Students
can brainstorm and write while they read as well as collect and organize their thoughts to
write after they are finished reading.
Variations:


History- Putting oneself in other people’s shoes (Why did ____ approve this act? What would
you have done if you were in their position in that time period?)



English- Hypothetical endings or outcomes for characters in a novel (how would Timmy have
developed differently as a character if _____didn’t happen?)



Science- After a discussion or lesson, give the student’s a hypothetical situation and ask them
how the situation would differ with the addition or subtraction of certain forces (have them
choose their own situation or variables).
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Micro Themes: Flanders Fields
Directions: Read the poem “Flanders Fields,” written by John McCrae, and respond to the prompt below
in 5-7 sentences.
Prompt: Knowing that this poem was written in remembrance of the lives lost in WWI, who are the dead
speaking to? What if we forget what happened to them?

Flanders Fields
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________

Loved and were loved, and now we lie,

______________________________________

In Flanders fields.

______________________________________
______________________________________

Take up our quarrel with the foe:

______________________________________

To you from failing hands we throw

______________________________________

The torch; be yours to hold it high.

______________________________________

If ye break faith with us who die

______________________________________

We shall not sleep, though poppies grow

______________________________________

In Flanders fields.

______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
______________________________________
________
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Microtheme

Jeana Brown

Outside Sources: Kelly, Thomas. “Igor Stravinsky's "The Rite of Spring." National Public Radio, 1999.
“Less Writing, More Thinking Assignments.” Adapted from "MICROTHEME STRATEGIES FOR
DEVELOPING COGNITIVE SKILLS" by John Bean, Dean Drenk, & F. D. Lee. September 21, 1988.
Summary: This strategy involves students reading a passage and then summarizing the main points on a
note card or half sheet of paper. The size of the paper is important because the goal is not for students to
write a lengthy response which they might do if they are given the space. The goal is for students to focus
on the most important information and the main ideas from the text.
What: Microthemes are a Writing to Learn strategy that strengthens students’ abilities to organize
information, synthesize ideas and summarize effectively.
How: After reading a text and discussing the topic in great detail, students receive an index card or half
sheet of paper to produce a paragraph length summary about the information from the lesson.
Why: The concept behind it is less writing, but more thinking. “The writer must condense the whole,
retaining main and subordinate ideas while eliminating supporting details. Such a task builds students'
reading comprehension skills and also gives students practice in writing concise, flexible prose”
(Microtheme Strategies…).
When: This strategy is best used after reading, although students are actively engaged during the reading
process with this strategy as well as they scan the text, analyzing important information. Afterwards
students synthesize, continue to engage with the text, and put the information in words that make sense to
them.
Variations: Using a Thesis-Support Microtheme, students are presented with an issue and they write their
microtheme on a given position which can be used in history and foreign language classes. In a DataProvided Microtheme, students are given data and write their microtheme on the meaning of the data and
why it is useful which can be used in subjects such as math, history, and science. An added step can have
students revise their notecards after sharing which allows them to engage with the text one more time.
Revised note cards should be more precise than the first.
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‘Rite of Spring’ Microtheme
Directions: With the information you now know about Igor Stravinsky and the ‘Rite of Spring’, complete
the microtheme on this composer. Write a paragraph on the notecard below, at least 7 sentences, on the
topic using information from the article and class discussion.
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P-M-I

Eden Haas

Outside Source: Wormeli, R. (2007). Summarization in any subject: 50 techniques to improve student
learning. Heatherton, Vic.: Hawker Brownlow Education.
What is the strategy: The P-M-I strategy serves as a way to scaffold students’ critical thinking and
decision making skills. It is a graphic organizer that presents the students with a statement they need to
brainstorm and record a response for in context to the three P-M-I categories: “Plus,” “Minus,” and
“Interesting.” Each category refers to a different type of viewpoint the student must write about in order to
challenge them to consider and analyze different perspectives on a situation. In “Plus,” students write
reasons they agree with the statement; “Minus,” reasons they disagree with the statement; and
“Interesting,” accounts for neutral details that are not positive or negative.
How to do the strategy: There are several ways to implement the P-M-I strategy. A teacher can have the
students work individually, in groups or as a whole class.
❏ Step 1: Using the P-M-I graphic organizer, direct the students' attention to a controversial statement
correlated to the content they have or will be studying. (If students have never used a P-M-I
organizer: before going on, explain the purpose behind the strategy and model each step to the
students first)
❏ Step 2: Allow students to brainstorm through different perspectives and think about the advantages
and disadvantages of the statement presents.
❏ Step 3: Instruct students to write their response corresponding to each of the P-M-I categories.
(Recommended: each response should base on evidence to support their information.)
❏ Step 4: After they finish writing, have them reflect on and share their responses with other students.
During this step, allow students to change their answers according to any additional information
presented to them.
Why do the strategy: Teachers use the P-M-I graphic organizer as a way to build students’ aptitude to
think creatively, assess information, and make informed decisions based on evidence. The strategy serves
as a way to focus students’ attention on a particular issue which engages them to activate their prior
knowledge and identify new ideas. As a peer-learning tool, students work together to discuss and compare
their answers and develop additional ideas off each other.
When to do the strategy: Teachers use the P-M-I strategy as a before and after reading activities. Before
reading, P-M-I graphic organizer prompts students’ to think about their prior knowledge and build their
curiosity on the topic. After reading, P-M-I graphic organizers enable the student to review and reflect on
significant details to improve their comprehension on the subject.
Variations: Reading, Science, and History
Reading: In a reading class, a teacher could use this strategy to review characters from literature. In a unit
on Shakespeare, students could evaluate the play “Romeo and Juliet” determine whether their decision to
die for each other was necessary.
Science: In a science class, a teacher could use this strategy to prompt students to think about possible
hypothesis before reading or observing the study. In a unit on the types of reactions, students could
determine what defines a chemical reaction vs a physical reaction.
History: In a History class, a teacher could use this strategy to evaluate different people and events in
history. In a unit on the Revolutionary War, students could determine whether the colonies actions were
justified.
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Name: _________________________________ Date: ______________________ Period _________

PMI
Direction: Read to the statement below. Write 3-5 responses under each of the three sections: Plus,
Minus, and Interesting. Under Plus, discuss reasons you agree; under Minus, discuss reasons you do not
agree; and under Interesting, discuss points of interest about the statement that you consider important.
P-M-I Chart

Statement: Artists do not need to possess the artistic talent to create
an abstract work of art.
Plus (+)

Minus (-)
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Interesting !!!

PMI: Pluses, Minuses, Interesting

Colton Hanke

What: PMI, which stands for pluses, minuses, and interesting, is a strategy that has the students analyze a
statement/question that can have more than one answer to it. This statement/question should be related to
the content that the students are currently studying.
How: The key aspect of this strategy is to have the students consider the statement/question and develop
reasons for why the statement has positive and negatives. If students find a fact about the statement,
students put that fact in the interesting column. The students do this by being given a chart that has the
statement written at the top of the sheet, followed by a three-column chart under the statement. In the
column on the left, the box is for positives, middle column is negatives, and right column is for
interesting.
Why: By having the students reflect on the statement by having them think about both sides of the
statement, this chart will help them come to a conclusion about the statement because the students will be
able to visualize through the organization of their reasons of both sides to the statement. After seeing their
reasons for both sides, the PMI could change their opinion on the statement because they might have
more positives than negatives, or vice versa than what they originally believed. Another feature to help
the students come to a conclusion is that this chart requires evidence, not opinions, so their conclusions
will be more based on evidence/facts as opposed to just their opinions.
When: This strategy can be used DURING, and AFTER their reading or what they have learned in the
unit. During because as the students read the material or the content is being taught to them, the students
can fill out the columns accordingly when they come across a positive, negative, or interesting point to the
statement/question provided. After because the students can be assessed on the reading/content by having
them provide an X amount of reasons for both sides to the statement. Students can also use the PMI for
them to help summarize info about the topic/question.
Possible Variations
● Instead of individually having the students fill out the PMI sheet, a big version of the chart can be
displayed on the board and use the strategy as a whole class discussion.
● For an English class, this strategy can be used for the students to write down the positives,
negatives, or interesting points for when a character in a story comes to a conflict/dilemma and the
students could evaluate what the character’s best move would be in that situation.
● For a Spanish class, the teacher could have a statement say something like, “El mejor atleta de
todos los tiempos es Michael Phelps,” or some variation of a statement that could have students
think about the positives, negatives, or interesting point for the statement. As the students think
about the statement, they will write down in Spanish what they think. Having them write down
their thoughts in Spanish will help them with their Spanish vocabulary.
Research: According to J.D. Meier, the PMI strategy helps students explore both sides of a
statement/question before forming a conclusion.
Citation: Meier, J. D. How to use the PMI Technique to Improve Your Thinking.Web. Oct 4, 2018, and
Wormeli, Rick. Summarization in Any Subject: 50 Techniques to Improve Student Learning. ACSD,
2004.
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Name:_______________________________ Period:_____________Date:________________

PMI- Roman History
Directions: For this PMI chart, you are given a statement under the directions that relate to what we have
been studying lately. Following the statement, a 3 column chart is provided. In the left column, you are to
write down the positives (points that support the statement), negatives (points that do NOT support the
statement), or interesting points (points that do not fit into either positive or negative boxes, they could
simply just be facts. They do not help support the statement from one side or the other, an example is
provided). Here is your statement:
Statement: The Roman Empire would have lasted longer as a whole (east and west) if the capital was not
moved from Rome to Byzantium/Constantinople.

Positives:

Negatives:

Interesting:
● The capital was moved from
Rome to Constantinople in
330.
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Point of View Guide (POVG)

Eden Haas

Source: Vacca & Marz, Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Pearson
Education, Inc. 2014. Pp. 286-287.
What is the strategy: The POVG guide is a creative writing-to-learn strategy to challenge students on
their ability to read the content and write a response from a different first-person perspective. By engaging
the students to write as someone or something else, prompts them to think inferentially about the situation
based on their prior knowledge before writing their response.
How to do the strategy: First, the teacher must figure out what they want the students to get out of
reading the text/ information. Based on what they think their students already know, the teacher will
design the POVG guide. By using an interview format, teachers provide students with a series of
questions such as what their life is like, how they are feeling, what they were thinking, etc. A student’s
response might range from a paragraph to a short essay.
Why to do the strategy: The POVG guide benefits students with special needs. As a writing-to-learn
strategy, it facilitates students to learn from a creative approach. By engaging the students to write from a
different perspective promotes both empathy and analytical development. Based on what they read and
already know, the POVG guide challenges students to assess and experience the situation more personally
that help to reinforce and remember the information they learn. Therefore, as a student writes, their
writing incorporates their understanding, which fosters the students’ independent learning.
When to do the strategy: POVG guide can help students before, during, and even after reading
assignments. A teacher can use this strategy as a starting activity to activate student thinking about the
topic and elicit their prior knowledge. While the student is reading, this strategy could be used as a
reading guide to help them focus on certain parts of a text. Lastly, a teacher could use this strategy as a
writing assignment after the reading to assess what they learn about the topic.
Variations: Reading, Science, and History
Reading: For a reading class, a teacher could use this strategy during their poetry unit to help students
break down the abstract concepts and ideas going on in the reading. As the students read the sonnets,
epics, and Shakespearean plays, the teacher could assign moments throughout the reading where students
write as a character and explain what is going on around them.
Science: During a science lesson, a teacher could have students write from a perspective of a different
type of organisms they are studying such as a beetle or a plant. This helps the student expand their
thinking and creative writing skills.
History: In a history lesson, a teacher could assign students to write from a perspective of people from
history. Engaging students to write first-person narratives could help students use their imagination to
break down certain events as they write.
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Name: _________________________________ Date: ______________________ Period _________

Point of View Guide (POVG)
Art History: Edvard Munch
Directions: (Before the reading) Examine the painting below. Based on your observations of the
painting and the details about the work, write a short essay following the prompt in your journal.
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Situation: You are the great artist Edvard Munch! After completing your masterpiece The Scream, you
are about to be interviewed by a writer from Artist Critique. Please write your response fully for each of
the questions in the first person.
●
●
●
●

Who was the person in the picture?
Can you describe what the day was like when you painted the picture?
What was going on in your head the day you painted this picture?
Why would you consider this your greatest masterpiece?

Edvard Munch, The
Scream, 1893, Oil,
tempera, pastel and crayon
on cardboard 91 cm × 73.5
cm (36 in × 28.9 in).
National Gallery and
Munch Museum, Oslo,
Norway.
This photo was taken from: Edvard Munch, 1893, The Scream, oil, tempera and pastel on cardboard, 91 x 73 cm, National Gallery of Norway.jpg. (2018, May 29). Wikimedia Commons, the free media
repository. Retrieved 18:48, September 25, 2018 from
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Edvard_Munch,_1893,_The_Scream,_oil,_tempera_and_pastel_on_cardboard,_91_x_73_cm,_National_Gallery_of_Norway.jpg&oldid=303701306.
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Munch, The Scream

Essay by Dr. Noelle Paulson

Second only to Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa, Edvard Munch’s The Scream may be the most iconic human figure
in the history of Western art. Its androgynous, skull-shaped head, elongated hands, wide eyes, flaring nostrils and
ovoid mouth have been ingrained in our collective cultural consciousness; the swirling blue landscape and
especially the fiery orange and yellow sky have engendered numerous theories regarding the scene that is depicted.
Like the Mona Lisa, The Scream has been the target of dramatic thefts and recoveries, and in 2012 a version created
with pastel on cardboard sold to a private collector for nearly $120,000,000 making it the second highest price
achieved at that time by a painting at auction.
Conceived as part of Munch’s semi-autobiographical cycle “The Frieze of Life,” The Scream’s composition exists
in four forms: the first painting, done in oil, tempera, and pastel on cardboard (1893, National Gallery of Art, Oslo),
two pastel examples (1893, Munch Museum, Oslo and 1895, private collection), and a final tempera painting (1910,
National Gallery of Art, Oslo). Munch also created a lithographic version in 1895. The various renditions show the
artist’s creativity and his interest in experimenting with the possibilities to be obtained across an array of media,
while the work’s subject matter fits with Munch’s interest at the time in themes of relationships, life, death, and
dread.
For all its notoriety, The Scream is in fact a surprisingly simple work, in which the artist utilized a minimum of
forms to achieve maximum expressiveness. It consists of three main areas: the bridge, which extends at a steep
angle from the middle distance at the left to fill the foreground; a landscape of shoreline, lake or fjord, and hills;
and the sky, which is activated with curving lines in tones of orange, yellow, red, and blue-green. Foreground and
background blend into one another, and the lyrical lines of the hills ripple through the sky as well. The human
figures are starkly separated from this landscape by the bridge. Its strict linearity provides a contrast with the shapes
of the landscape and the sky. The two faceless upright figures in the background belong to the geometric precision
of the bridge, while the lines of the foreground figure’s body, hands, and head take up the same curving shapes that
dominate the background landscape.
The screaming figure is thus linked through these formal means to the natural realm, which was apparently
Munch’s intention. A passage in Munch’s diary dated January 22, 1892, and written in Nice, contains the probable
inspiration for this scene as the artist remembered it: “I was walking along the road with two friends—the sun went
down—I felt a gust of melancholy—suddenly the sky turned a bloody red. I stopped, leaned against the railing,
tired to death—as the flaming skies hung like blood and sword over the blue-black fjord and the city—My friends
went on—I stood there trembling with anxiety—and I felt a vast infinite scream [tear] through nature.” The figure
on the bridge—who may even be symbolic of Munch himself—feels the cry of nature, a sound that is sensed
internally rather than heard with the ears. Yet, how can this sensation be conveyed in visual terms?
Munch’s approach to the experience of synesthesia, or the union of senses (for example the belief that one might
taste a color or smell a musical note), results in the visual depiction of sound and emotion. As such, The Scream
represents a key work for the Symbolist movement as well as an important inspiration for the Expressionist
movement of the early twentieth century. Symbolist artists of diverse international backgrounds confronted
questions regarding the nature of subjectivity and its visual depiction. As Munch himself put it succinctly in a
notebook entry on subjective vision written in 1889, “It is not the chair which is to be painted but what the human
being has felt in relation to it.”
Since The Scream’s first appearance, many critics and scholars have attempted to determine the exact scene
depicted, as well as inspirations for the screaming figure. For example, it has been asserted that the unnaturally
harsh colors of the sky may have been due to volcanic dust from the eruption of Krakatoa in Indonesia, which
produced spectacular sunsets around the world for months afterwards. This event occurred in 1883, ten years before
Munch painted the first version of The Scream. However, as Munch’s journal entry—written in the south of France
but recalling an evening by Norway’s fjords also demonstrates—The Scream is a work of remembered sensation
rather than perceived reality. Art historians have also noted the figure’s resemblance to a Peruvian mummy that had
been exhibited at the World’s Fair in Paris in 1889 (an artifact that also inspired the Symbolist painter Paul
Gauguin) or to another mummy displayed in Florence. While such events and objects are visually plausible, the
work’s effect on the viewer does not depend on one’s familiarity with a precise list of historical, naturalistic, or
formal sources. Rather, Munch sought to express internal emotions through external forms and thereby provide a
visual image for a universal human experience.
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POVG: Point of View Guide

Colton Hanke

Vacca, pg. 286.
What: POVG stands for Point of view guide. This strategy evokes better comprehension for the students
on what they are reading by connecting the topic to the student’s own perspective.
How: By having the students answer a question to a topic/situation in a first-person perspective. Also,
POVGs cause the students to speculate, assess, and reflect on the situation that they have encountered.
Why: Teachers should use this strategy because it gets the students to engage, and apply the content they
are learning in a way that connects the students to a character/topic by having them “walk in the
character’s shoes.”
When: POVG is best used BEFORE and AFTER reading a text or learning new content. POVG can be
used before because it can be a great tool to get students to anticipate what will happen in the lesson for
the day. For example, when students come in to class for the day, a scenario/situation can be posted on the
board as a hook for the lesson and the hook will carry the students’ mindset into the lesson that you are
teaching. POVG can also be used after a reading or learning content because it can have students apply
what they have learned in a summative assessment.
Possible Variations
● History teachers can use this to have students think like the character/group of people/country, etc.
that they are learning about and be put into that character’s shoes. For example, if learning about
the Civil Rights Movement, have the students think about what life would be like if the student
was black and living in Alabama during the 1960’s.
● English teachers can use this strategy when students are reading a new text. For example, if a
dilemma or conflict arises in the story, give students the same situation that the main character is
going through, and see what the students would do if they were the character in that situation.
● Science teachers can also use this strategy when new cycles or new chemical reactions are being
introduced. For example, when learning about metamorphosis, the science teacher can have
students imagine themselves as caterpillars, and the students would describe how they, as the
caterpillar, transform into a butterfly.

Citations:
Vacca, Richard T. and Jo Anne L. Vacca. Content Area Reading: Literacy and learning across the
curriculum. 11th Edition. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 2014. P. 286.
"Background." United States Holocaust Memorial Museum. Web. Sep 25, 2018
<https://www.ushmm.org/information/press/press-kits/traveling-exhibitions/nazi-persecution-ofhomosexuals/background>.
Natasha Belanich. 2015. Point of View Guide. PDF downloaded Sept. 25, 2018.
http://katina-summer2015.weebly.com/uploads/5/4/0/7/54076857/point_of_view_guide.pdf
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Name:___________________________________ Period:__________ Date:_______________

Holocaust POVG
Directions: Please start by reading the background information sheet about the Holocaust. After reading
the background sheet, return to this POVG and read the following scenario:

It is June 1933 in Germany. You are Jewish, and at the age of 42 years old, you are a parent to two
children. Adolf Hitler has just become the Chancellor (head of the government in a European
country) of Germany. In the past year, city officials in Germany have enforced public morality
laws to close bars and clubs that catered to homosexual customers. The Nazi Party, under the
leadership of Hitler, has turned to an anti-Semitic rhetoric, meaning the party shows hostility or
discrimination against Jews. A Jewish newspaper reporter is about to interview you to see what
you and your family will do while Hitler is the Chancellor of Germany.

After reading the scenario, please write a paragraph about what you would do in this situation. Think
about these questions as you write, will you try to move somewhere else before the circumstances
worsen? Stay and wait out what happens? Fight back?
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Question the Author (QtA)

Megan Gabler

Source: Vacca & Mraz, Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Pearson
Education, Inc. 2014. Pp. 207-208.
Description/Summary:
● What is the strategy: QtA is a strategy that challenges students to create or answer questions
that help them think deeply about subject matter. This strategy models proper questioning and
provides a way of close reading. Figuring out and understanding the possible intent of the author
is the focus of QtA because the author is not infallible and many texts are difficult to
comprehend.
● How to do the Strategy: First students need to read a text that you want to question. During
reading, the teacher models questions to ask the author such as “What is the author trying to
say” and “ What is the author’s message.” The teacher can then provide follow up questions to
continue modeling for the students or encourage students to come up with their own questions
to ask the author. The goal of this strategy is to have students asking their own questions to the
author to answer for themselves so they can think more critically about a text.
● Why the strategy is useful: Many students are afraid to ask questions or do not know how to ask
critical questions. This strategy models effective questioning which can lead to critical thinking
and lets students better understand the text. Using this strategy promotes asking questions
during reading. The key to this strategy is keeping students engaged while they read and increase
comprehension.
● When to do the strategy: QtA works well during and after reading. It can be used “during reading
to help students make connections and inferences about the text” and after reading to clear up
confusion and analyze the text as a whole.
● Variations:
○ Music: The students could use this strategy to question why a composer would make
certain decisions in creating a piece of music.
○ Science: The teacher could modify this strategy to analyze experiments that the students
read about and then the student can ask question on the intentions of the scientist and
the hypothesis that is being tested.
○ Social Studies: The questions posed for Social Studies can focus on authorial intention
relating to the historical context and how history affects the writing and how writing can
affect history.
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Name:___________________________________________ Date:_____________ Class:__________
Questioning The Author
Directions: Read the story and using the Question the Author strategy (QtA), answer the questions at
the bottom.

I Don’t Need Anything From Here by László Krasznahorkai
I would leave everything here: the valleys, the hills, the paths, and the jaybirds from the gardens, I would
leave here the petcocks and the padres, heaven and earth, spring and fall, I would leave here the exit
routes, the evenings in the kitchen, the last amorous gaze, and all of the city-bound directions that make
you shudder, I would leave here the thick twilight falling upon the land, gravity, hope, enchantment, and
tranquillity, I would leave here those beloved and those close to me, everything that touched me,
everything that shocked me, fascinated and uplifted me, I would leave here the noble, the benevolent,
the pleasant, and the demonically beautiful, I would leave here the budding sprout, every birth and
existence, I would leave here incantation, enigma, distances, inexhaustibility, and the intoxication of
eternity; for here I would leave this earth and these stars, because I would take nothing with me from
here, because I’ve looked into what’s coming, and I don’t need anything from here.
Questions:

What is the author trying to say here?

1. What do you think the author was trying to ccomplish by using punctuation in this way?

2. Do you agree with what the author is saying?

3. What are 2 additional questions you could ask the author?
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QtA (Question the author)

Stephie Benito
Vaca pp. 207-209

What: Question the author is a way to get students to actively think about the text they are reading by
posing questions about the author’s intent and the content of the text itself. This strategy is also a way to
teach students how to ask good questions about a given text.
How:
1. Analyze the text to find potential problems or questions that students may have.
2. Segment the text and find a stopping point that promotes discussion and further questions.
3. Develop questions that model how to question the author.
Why: This strategy is useful because it asks students to ask questions while reading a text, which helps
them to solidify their knowledge and engage with the text during the reading (Simon).
When: This strategy is useful before and during reading. Before reading, teachers can model useful
questions to have in mind while completing the reading in order to keep students interested and involved.
During the reading, either of the first segment or the rest of the passage, students are actively asking
themselves questions about what they are reading as a means to stay engaged and comprehend the text as
opposed to not thinking about what they’ve read until after they’ve finished (Simon).
Possible variations:
● This can be done in small groups or as individuals as opposed to the whole class.
● This activity could be turned into a writing prompt where students write their questions in the
form of a letter to the author.
● Students can analyze the text by turning their questions into “If I were the author…” statements
and sharing with the class.
References:
Simon, Cathy. “Question the Author (QtA) - ReadWriteThink.” Readwritethink.org.
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Name: _______________________ Period: ___________________Date: _______________________
The House on Mango Street QtA
Directions: Before reading the passage from The House on Mango Street, we will brainstorm questions
that we think may be useful to consider while we read. Then, as a class, we will read the first two
paragraphs of the passage. After reading these paragraphs, write questions that you may have in the
corresponding box and we will share them as a class. Finally, we will read the rest of the passage and you
will record questions that you have while you read in the third box.
Pre-reading questions

Questions after 2 paragraphs
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Questions during the reading

Read Alouds

Anna Fank
Vacca page 368-370

Description/Summary Strategy:


What: Read alouds are useful because they can provide important background information that
enhances student understanding of assigned readings. Read alouds can be used for books of any
genre, short stories, poems, plays or magazines and many more.



How: Teachers have the ability to control the read aloud by first reading the specific text to the
class. Then the students are in charge of reading the selected reading on their own. It can also be
done by students in small groups or students reading aloud to the whole class.



Why: Read alouds are very beneficial to the students because it allows the teacher to
demonstrate pronunciations, punctuation, tone, etc. Demonstrating this for students helps them
build their knowledge for success with comprehension and reading skills. This strategy also grabs
the attention of the readers (students) and inspires them with the topic they are learning about.
This also helps students form a reader voice in their heads.
o



“The read aloud and follow-up conversation allows teachers the opportunity to help
students develop background knowledge and connect concepts so that all children can
begin to clarify their thinking during their discussions with their peers and teacher (Dorn
& Soffos, 2005).” (Wadsworth)

When: The first part of the read aloud strategy happens before the students read the passage. This
enables students to activate prior knowledge about the selected reading. It also helps to provoke
an interest in the reading and provides students information to let them make predictions about
the reading. An important aspect of read alouds is the teacher should never force a student to read
aloud, but instead invite them.

Possible Variations


The read aloud strategy is a good way in any content area to start a lesson because it causes
students to activate prior knowledge and make predictions and connections.



English teachers can use this when starting a new book, poem or short story to the class and the
read aloud will hopefully engage the students and pique their interest to keep reading
independently.



Math teachers would be able to do this when they introduce story problems to their class and this
strategy could help with confusion because they can go step by step.

Citations
Boyles, Peggy Palo et al. Realidades. 1st ed.
Wadsworth, Reba. "Using Read Alouds In Today’S Classrooms Read Alouds Benefit Children
Of All Ages And In All Subjects". Readtothem.Org, 2018, https://readtothem.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/12/LC2008v5n3a4.pdf. Accessed 15 Sept 2018.
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Name:_____________________________ Period:_______________ Date:_____________
Compare and Contrast
Directions: Now that we have I have read the short passage and we have read it as a group I want
everyone to work in small groups and fill out this graphic organizer. You will write descriptions of
American houses under “American house” and descriptions of Spanish houses under “Spanish houses”.
Under both you will fill out any descriptions that would be similar of American houses and Spanish
houses.
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Name:_______________________________________ Period:_______________ Date:_____________
Read Aloud Spanish Activity
Directions: Before we start reading, you will make predictions on what the reading will be about. Then I
will begin by reading the short passage out loud. Once that is complete I will ask one person to start and
we will go around the room and each student will read one sentence. After that is complete we will
discuss the passage in small groups and compare homes in the United States and Spanish-speaking homes
by using the compare and contrast graphic organizer. We will all come together after the reading and have
a short discussion and see what ideas were brought up.
Perspectives of the Spanish Speaking World: What are the houses like in the Hispanic World?
“In many Spanish-speaking countries the architectural features of houses are very different from those in
the United States. Houses tend to be separated from the outside by a barrier such as a tall wall or fence.
The owner would open a gate or enter the property where there may be a carport or small outside area. In
many communities, the outside wall of the house is located directly on the sidewalk and the front
windows may contain bars or “rejas” The doors may be large wooden or metal doors. A plain walled
exterior gives no hints about what may be a beautiful, comfortable interior.
Inside, a home will often have an open space in the middle called the patio. Many rooms of the house
open onto the patio. And it is a place for the family to meet, eat meals, talk, and spend time together.
Privacy is valued, and the home and family activities are shielded from view from the outside.
Homes in Spanish-speaking countries are used for the family and to entertain very close relatives and
friends. It is unusual to invite non-family members such as coworkers or casual friends into the home.
Parties often take place in restaurants or small reception halls” (Boyles 314).
Cited from Boyles, Peggy Palo et al. Realidades. 1st ed. (Page 98)
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Read Alouds

Katie Fues

Source: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Boynton/Cook Publishers, 2016,
pg. 8-10.
What: Reading an excerpt of text out loud to your students. This could be a chapter from a novel, a short
passage from a textbook, a poem, or portraying characters in a play to name a few examples.
How: It is most effective to provide the students with the text you are reading aloud so that they are
reading along as well as listening. This activates their brain in multiple ways and adds to their learning by
processing the information in multiple ways. This can be done with a guided notes sheet. These can
include the excerpt you are reading aloud, and should also provide interpretive questions for guiding
students’ response to the reading. Using questions after a read aloud will encourage students to revisit
their thoughts on the text, adding a recursive dimension to their learning experience. Similarly, including
interpretive questions will give you as the teacher insight into how the students are responding to what
you read to them, as well as potential class discussion starters.
Why:






Modeling reading fluency and inflection/vocabulary
Children can listen to a higher level of language than they can read
Build on content knowledge and vocabulary, especially in the Secondary environment
Read alouds create a risk-free environment that removes fear of failure but exposes students to
literature
Hearing the text while looking at it on the page helps readers process the information more
effectively AND understand how it should be read

Sources: https://readtothem.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/LC2008v5n3a4.pdf,
http://www.readingrockets.org/article/reading-aloud-build-comprehension
When: This would be done during reading, because reading aloud is a strategy to further understanding of
what is being read through engaging multiple parts of the brain at once. By listening to text, viewing text,
and thinking about what is being read, students are more engaged with the material and their brain is
processing the information deeper than it would should they only be independently reading.
Variations?
 Art: For an art class, a teacher could use a short story or children’s book to act as a prompt for an
art project. Read aloud the story and replace interpretive questions with asking your students to
respond to the text with an original work of art (drawing, painting, etc.)


History: Supplement lessons with a primary literature source from the time period being covered
in class so students can understand what language and life in the time was like. For example, read
aloud an excerpt from Uncle Tom’s Cabin when teaching about the American Civil War and ask
students to interpret why they think it was so influential and controversial in starting the war.
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Name:__________________________________ Date:_____________________ Period:__________
A Midsummer Night’s Dream Read Aloud
Directions: Follow along as I read the text provided below. Use the space provided to take notes during
reading to help you answer the interpretive questions and with your own understanding of the play. After
the read aloud, respond to the questions given below in your reading notebook or on another sheet of
paper.
From A Midsummer Night’s Dream by William Shakespeare:
DEMETRIUS
Tempt not too much the hatred of my spirit.
For I am sick when I do look on thee.
HELENA
And I am sick when I look not on you.
DEMETRIUS
You do impeach your modesty too much,
To leave the city and commit yourself
Into the hands of one that loves you not,
To trust the opportunity of night
And the ill counsel of a desert place
With the rich worth of your virginity.
HELENA
Your virtue is my privilege. For that
It is not night when I do see your face.
Therefore I think I am not in the night.
Nor doth this wood lack worlds of company,
For you in my respect are all the world.
Then how can it be said I am alone
When all the world is here to look on me?
DEMETRIUS
I’ll run from thee and hide me in the brakes,
And leave thee to the mercy of wild beasts.

Notes:

Interpretive Questions:
What part of the scene had the biggest impact on you? Why?

What do you think will happen between the characters moving forward?

What kind of dynamic do Helena and Demetrius have? Why might that be?
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Reading Images

Kyle Straznickas
Illuminating Texts 136-161

Description/Summary of Strategy:
What: Students are inferring what an image means based on what is in the image and its surrounding
context. Students analyze what is in the image and how it makes them feel. Students pay attention to
insignificant details to understand. Students understand the purpose of the image based on how it makes
them feel or the expression of the people in the photo. Students will interpret what the motivation is of
the photographer.
How: Students will look at a picture and look at every detail to understand the purpose of the photo.
Students will express and justify this perceived meaning based on explaining how little details
contribute to the overall meaning of the photo. Students will focus their interpretation on specific
questions which address emotional impact, emotional intent, and artistic style.
Why: Reading a photo is just as just as complex as reading text, and the strategies used for text must be
used for photos to understand the photo and connect it to other forms of communication (text, video,
etc).
When: During - While looking at the photo, one analyzes it. If one is reading a text with a photo, it is
useful to understand how the photo enhances the meaning of the text.
Variations:
● Science: One can look at a photo of atoms and try to understand what the structure is of the atom.
● History: One can look at propaganda posters and try to understand how the photo matches the
sentiment of the people at the time the photo was published.
● Art: One can look at a piece of art and try to interpret its meaning based on the small details of the
photo and the personal life of the artist.

Citations:
Burke, Jim. Illuminating Texts: How to Teach Students to Read the World. Portsmouth, NH:
Heinemann, 2001.
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, N.H., 2000.
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Name: _____________________________

Reading Images
Directions: This picture was posted in an article called “How Trump Came to Enforce a Practice of
Separating Migrant Families”. Knowing this, what do you think is the purpose of this image? What is it
trying to convey or argue? What does it make you feel? Write your thoughts down below.

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
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Reading Images

Coleen Egan

Sources: Robertson, “Read” Illustrations to Improve Literacy Skills: PBS
Parents.http://www.pbs.org/parents/education/reading-language/reading-tips/read-illustrations-to-improveliteracy-skills/
Burke, Reading Tools Tips and Techniques Reminders: Boynton/ Cook publishers, Inc. 2000.Pp 48-53, 146-148.
Burke, Illuminating Texts: How to teach students to read the world: Heinemann, 2001 Pp 136-161.
Discussion/Summary: Reading images is a strategy that allows students to interact with texts in meaningful ways.
Writers and illustrators collaborate to give meaning to content by using design clues in images to help readers
discern context, recall symbols, history, relationships and style and help establish the intent of the artist and
writer. Teachers should use images and text together in all content areas at the appropriate time to supplement
reading. Advertisers use images in every media to persuade us to buy their products, feel a certain way about
groups of people and to convince us that we need to think in certain ways. As teachers we need to tap into this
visual literacy and use it to help our students come to greater understanding of our content area. Human beings
experience images differently than we do words. All of us communicate through patterns, shapes, color and
texture and a long list of visual structures which all have universal meaning across cultures.
What: The use of images in the classroom support all students’ learning. They provide structure and guidance and
provide students with a visual means to evaluate, categorize and make sense of information. Teachers should use
images with text whenever possible, especially after a dense lesson. The use of still images or video clips helps
students to quickly focus their attention to the context of the topic. When teachers provide written narratives of
what students should look for in the images, it helps them to sort information in order of relevance.
How: Teachers should select a variety of images related to the content area topic being discussed. This will enable
students to compare images so that they can interpret the intent of the artist and author, style and period to
which the images belong. In this way, teachers help students to activate prior knowledge which leads to critical
thinking. Use video whenever possible to help students learn dense text after or before reading and to increase
engagement. Images may be used to start discussions on a topic within the content area. Ask questions about the
image to check understanding and to help students make sense of them.
Why: As human beings, we are hard wired to perceive images as a whole, whereas the written word is broken
down into syllables that may change the context and sound of words based on placement and punctuation. This
can prove problematic for struggling readers or for students for whom English is a second language. Using images
help students to view subjects as less of a chore and are more inclined to perceive the subject as an experience.
When: This strategy may be used before during or after reading. Before reading images can be used to introduce
a topic in the form of video clips, painting or primary source photographs. During reading, images may be
presented at certain points to anchor particularly important parts of the reading and after reading as a
supplement to the information presented in the reading.
Variations:
Math: Use charts, graphs, shapes and pictures artwork wherever possible.
English: Use video clips, illustrations, picture books, paintings, graphic organizers and photographs to supplement
and guide reading.
History/ Social Studies: Provide students with primary source images and a variety of culturally relevant modern
variations to make comparisons. Use Video whenever possible.
Science: This content area is full of visual representations; use images wherever possible.
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Name:____________________________

Date:______________________

Period:______________

Reading Images
Directions: Look carefully at the image below. Use your observations to briefly answer the questions
below in the spaces provided.

1. What does this image how?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Do you like this image? Explain why or why not.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Is this image authentic?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
4. Which object is your eye drawn to at first glance and why?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
5. How did the framing of the image affect the way you feel?
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Reading Tests

Christine Rogers

Outside Sources: “Test Taking Strategies.” EduNova. 2012. http://www.edu-nova.com/articles/testtaking-strategies/. Accessed October 9 2018.
Summary: Reading Tests is a strategy to help students develop proficiency and comfort when taking
tests. Tests are a type of text, so this strategy focuses on teaching students many strategies to employ to
help them take tests more effectively.
What: This strategy helps students become aware of test formats, good test-taking procedures, and
their own thinking. Through all of this, students will better understand this unique genre of text,
ultimately helping them take tests more successfully and effectively.
How: This strategy focuses on teaching students how to use metacognition in the realm of testing and
about concrete actions (“sub-strategies”) to use while testing. Students can practice these different
strategies on practice tests and practice metacognition by asking themselves a series of guiding
questions. Eventually, students will be able to read tests without having to focus on specific strategies.
Furthermore, by repeatedly questioning their thought processes, students will more naturally be aware
of their own thinking.
Why: Students need to be taught how to read tests because tests have unique designs, and language
works differently in tests than in other genres (Burke 149). Learning, practicing, and discussing testreading strategies help students prepare for tests. The more prepared a student is, the more confident
and less nervous they will be. Especially since testing doesn’t come naturally to many students,
providing them with multiple strategies to employ on a test will help them develop their test-taking
abilities (“Test Taking Strategies”).
When: “Reading Tests” applies to before, during, and after testing:




Before – students should develop a routine for beginning a test: making sure they understand the
directions, glancing over the entire test, and planning how to prioritize their time.
During – students should be aware of how they answer questions: eliminating wrong answers, rethinking
the question in their own words, and reading recursively.
After – students should use metacognition to think through how they decided on an answer, so they can
evaluate if their answer is the best fit: thinking about how they got their answer, why they picked it, and
what is being tested.

Variations: These test-reading strategies can apply to tests for any subject, but here are some variations
for teaching these strategies to students:




For younger students - picking only a few strategies at a time and focusing on them
Allow students to retake a past test by using a few of these strategies and then write about how they took
the test differently and how it helped
For each subject – add another strategy to focus on teaching common test language and types of
questions for your discipline
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Name: _________________________________

Date:______________________

Period: _______

Reading Tests: Strategies, Questions, and Practice
Directions: As a class, we will read the list of test-reading strategies below. Mark with an asterisk (*) any
strategies you already use when taking tests; mark with a question mark (?) any strategies you are
unsure of; and underline any new strategies you will try using on your next test. After a class discussion,
you will try using these strategies to take a practice test. Then as a class, we will review how you went
about taking the test and selecting your answers.
Strategies:


Skim and scan



Do the easy ones first



Read all the possible answers first before answering



Eliminate the wrong answers



Paraphrase the question in your own words



Watch out for traps!



Try to answer the question before looking at the answers



Read recursively (circle back, reread)



Read the answer sheet



Answer in the order that works best for you

Metacognitive Questions (questions to ask yourself while taking a test):


What is the best answer?



How did I arrive at this answer?



Why did I not choose that answer?



Is this answer based on my experience and opinion or information found in
the text on which I’m being test?



What does the rubric or other scoring guide suggest I need to understand or
look for in this question?



What are they actually trying to test?



Is it better to guess or leave it blank?

Adapted from Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000. 149-150.
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Repeated Reading

Katie Griswold

Repeated Reading Summary:

• What: Repeated reading is a strategy that works with improving fluency and comprehension in readers
of all grade levels. Students can interact with the text by annotating and distinguishing unknown words
or phrases, and helps them expand their vocabulary on the content material. The repetition reinforces the
key concepts, while the distinction of trouble spots helps identify what teachers should focus on when
instructing the class.

• How: In order to enact this literacy strategy, the teacher must provide students with a short reading that can
be completed in a small window of time. A worksheet would help, but students could also write
observations down in a notebook or journal. Once all three repetitions are completed and students have
their questions, they are able to discuss their findings in small groups, and then address them in a large
group later on. The numbers that the students use to rate their comprehension can serve as an indicator of
how much any given student has improved by using this strategy.

• Why: This strategy can be used with a variety of age and reading levels. Because of its versatility, this
resource can be used as a consistent model to check how a student is improving in terms of comprehension.
Also, this can teach students to slow down and really look at each word, and if the word is still difficult or
unknown, then they know what to look for. This also heightens the students’ relationship and engagement
with the text by communicating which areas pose potential problems, and they allow students in being
proactive in solving their problems by identifying them early on.

 “Repeated reading can be used with students who have developed initial word reading skills but
demonstrate inadequate reading fluency for their grade level.” (Institute of Education Science)

• When: This strategy would be best used during reading. If a students stumbles across a section of text in
which they find they cannot understand a multitude of words, it can become difficult to comprehend what
they are actually reading. Utilizing this literacy strategy allows students to identify words they do not
understand and remind themselves to pay attention those words the next time(s) reading the text. This
method improves fluency as well as comprehension, and creates awareness of what a student does not yet
understand and can aid in structuring questions later on.
Possible variations:
• Math: This strategy would work very well for problems that use several sentences to pose a question.
Students can find what confuses them and use this method to ask specific questions about the problem.
• Spanish/foreign language: Because this content area relies so heavily on vocabulary, this strategy can be
used for passages in which new vocabulary is implemented. When there is a problem spot, the student knows
what vocabulary to reinforce to the class.
• History: A lesson in Greek mythology could benefit from this literacy strategy. The difficult names of the
gods, goddesses, and other divine beings can result in a student becoming unfocused on the reading material,
so using repeated reading will guide them in slowing down and realizing this as a problem area.
• This strategy can also be used by reading aloud, which can help students who learn the best aurally. Hearing
how the words sound can aid students in comprehension and recognition.
• Doing this assignment in pairs from the start can make it possible for students to improve even further on
their comprehension skills. By figuring what knowledge a pair already knows, each student can potentially
aid each other in this strategy.
Citations:
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000.
Shakespeare, William. “Sonnet 29.” 1609. https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45090/sonnet-29-when-in-disgrace-withfortune-and-mens-eyes
“Repeated Reading” Institute of Education Sciences: What Works Clearinghouse. U.S. Department of Education,
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/EvidenceSnapshot/576. Accessed 28 September 2018.
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Name: ________________________________ Period: _____________________ Date: ______________

Repeated Reading Exercise
For this exercise, you will be reading Shakespeare’s “Sonnet 29,” which is the text of the piece we are learning next
week. Read through the text once, and using a colored writing utensil or pattern, underline any word or phrase that
you do not understand, or a word or phrase that causes you to pause your reading. After reading, rate your
comprehension of the text, using a 1-10 scale with 10 being complete comprehension. After you have done this,
repeat this process again with a different color or pattern to indicate what you do not understand. Rate your
comprehension again after reading for the second time. Finally, repeat this step once more, using a third color or
pattern to underline what you do not understand. Again, rate your comprehension for a third time. After you have
completed these readings, write down one question you still have about the text, or something you do not
understand.

When, in disgrace with fortune and men’s eyes,
I all alone beweep my outcast state,
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries,
And look upon myself and curse my fate,
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,
Featured like him, like him with friends possessed,
Desiring this man’s art and that man’s scope,
With what I most enjoy contented least;
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,
Haply I think on thee, and then my state,
(Like to the lark at break of day arising
From sullen earth) sings hymns at heaven’s gate;
For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings
That then I scorn to change my state with kings.
What is one question you still have?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Reading 1 Score (1-10)

Reading 2 Score (1-10)
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Reading 3 Score (1-10)

Repeated Reading

TJ Mulcahy
Reading Reminders by Jim Burke pgs. 183-184

Repeated Reading is simply an organized way for students to comprehend how much more they
understand after reading through a passage multiple times, and gives the students a visual reminder of
terms they may have to look up independently.
WHAT: Repeated Reading is a literary strategy in which students read a passage multiple time in order
to gain a greater understanding of the text.
HOW:
1. Choose a short piece of text that can be read in little time.
2. Have the students read through the text 3 times, each time marking which words they don’t
understand with a unique color or pattern.
3. After completing each reading, have the students give themselves a score 1-10 so that they can
self-evaluate how well they understand the text.
4. At the conclusion of the third reading, have the students write a question they still have over the
text that will be shared with their table.
WHY: This strategy encourages reading a text multiple times for different understandings. Additionally,
the Repeated Reading strategy improves factual retention from a text by exposing the students to
information multiple times, each time with different intentions.
WHEN: This strategy is to be done during reading. It calls for students to read a passage multiple times
in a row.
Variations:
 English – Students read a poem multiple times, each times looking for a new interpretation.
 Math or Science – Have students read a word problem aloud. After the first time have the students
notate which parts of the problem are variables.
 History – Have students learn about historical events each time thinking about a different
perspective.

Works Cited:
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, N.H., 2000.
Steingberg, Michael. “Holst: The Planets.” San Francisco Symphony, Apr. 2018,
www.sfsymphony.org/Watch-Listen-Learn/Read-Program-Notes/Program-Notes/Holst-ThePlanets.aspx.
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Name: ________________________________________________ Date:__/__/__ Period:_____
Use of Repeated Reading for Program Notes
Directions: Below is an excerpt from the program notes from the San Francisco Symphony’s
Performance of Gustav Holst’s The Planets. Read through the notes three times. The first time, circle any
word you have never seen before. The second time, underline any proper noun. The third time, put a box
around any word that has more than two syllables. After reading the notes three times, write a description
of how you might imagine the movement “Mars, Bringer of War” might sound.
For the 1920 premiere, Holst provided this note: “These pieces were suggested by the
astrological significance of the planets; there is no programme music, neither have they any
connection with the deities of classical mythology bearing the same names. If any guide to the
music is required the subtitle to each piece will be found sufficient, especially if it be used in the
broad sense. For instance, Jupiter brings jollity in the ordinary sense, and also the more
ceremonial type of rejoicing associated with religions or national festivities. Saturn brings not
only physical decay, but also a vision of fulfillment. Mercury is the symbol of mind.”
Mars, the Bringer of War The association of Mars and war goes back as far as history
records. The planet’s satellites are Phobos (fear) and Deimos (terror), and its astrological
symbol combines shield and spear. Holst’s Mars is a fierce, remorseless allegro. The
British conductor Sir Adrian Boult recalled that the aspect of war Holst most wanted to
express was its stupidity.
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Share One, Get One

Sarah Persico

Description/Summary of Strategy


What: Share one, get one is a strategy that allows students to collaborate as they investigate a question or
summarize a lesson/concept. Share one, get one allows students to move around the classroom and gather
different ideas from other students.



How: Students are either given a graphic organizer or they can create one in their notebooks. At least two
columns are created, one side will say “Give One”, the other side will say “Get One”. Students will first
brainstorm 3-5 ideas by themselves and place them in the “Give One” column. Students will then be able to
move around the room sharing their ideas with other students and writing down the ideas they receive into
the “Get One” column. After students have shared ideas with each other, group back together as a class and
share a few of the student’s ideas together.



Why: This strategy allows students to collaborate on responses to a question after they have read. Students
create summaries of what they read and share text-based evidence quickly and effectively (Give One, Get
One). This will also allow students to get up and move around after sitting for a while.
o

“In this strategy, students formulate initial positions and arguments in response to a question or
prompt and then share them with each other through a structured procedure. That way they can test,
refine, and strengthen their ideas as they share their ideas and hear the ideas of others.” (MonteSano, Chauncey).

o

This can also be a way for students to organize ideas from a text or for students to discuss as a
comprehension chart.



When: This is strategy is best used after reading. Students can organize the information that they read and
create a summary of the text.



Possible Variations
o

After sharing ideas, students can rewrite the points from each square into sentence form.

o

This strategy can be set up into two columns or it can be divided into 4-9 squares. The student would
then fill out one square and fill in the rest of the squares.

o

In order to encourage student discussions with different people, encourage students to get ideas from
different types of people. For example, encourage students to find people who are taller or shorter with
them, or people with glasses and no glasses.

o

Music: Students can use share one, get one to identify the themes and emotions in a composition.

o

Spanish: Spanish can use this to analyze a story or brainstorm cultural differences between different
Spanish-speaking countries or share new vocab words in sentences.

o

Math: Share one, get one could be used to plot how a problem should be solved. Students can move
around the room and work with one another on each step of the problem.

o

Math: Students can also use this to brainstorm different ways to solve an equation.

Citations:
Give'One,'Get'One,'Move'On'(GoGoMo). Expeditionary Learning. 2010.
file:///C:/Users/Sarah/Downloads/give_one_get_one_move_on.pdf. Accessed 21 October 2018.
Monte-Sano, Chauncey. “Give One, Get One.” Writing to Learn History. Teachinghistory.org, 2018.
https://www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/give-one-get-one. Accessed 21 October
2018.
Wormeli, Rick. Summarization in Any Subject: 50 Techniques to Improve Student Learning.
Alexandria,VI: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2005.
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Name:___________________________ Date:________________________ Class:_________________

Share One, Get One
Directions: Fill in three of the boxes with your own ideas. Make sure at least one of the boxes filled is a
main idea of the text. Then find at least four other students to exchange ideas with. Make sure to write
down their ideas and the name of who talked to into the boxes!

Main Idea:

Main Idea:

Main Idea:

Evidence 1:

Evidence 2:

Evidence 3:

Evidence 4:

Evidence 5:

Evidence 6:
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SSR (Silent Sustained Reading)

Anthony Todd

Source: Burke, Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Boynton/Cook Publishers Inc. 2000. Pp
4-6.
Description/Summary: SSR is essentially having students read a book related to the content area but of
their choosing for an extended period of time (10 or more minutes). This strategy is all about student’s
reading “stamina”, or the ability of the student to read fluently and consistently for an extended period of
time.
How to do the Strategy:
● The first thing you need to decide is how long you want the SSR to be, and how often to do it.
While this is an important exercise to help improve student reading skills and stamina, it will cut
into instructional time.
● Students are to choose their own book, not a journal or magazine or a book for another class, or do
work for other class or the same class. This book should be of their choosing, and doesn’t need to
be within your content area (ex. History class student doesn’t need a history SSR book.)
● Have students read silently for the chosen amount of time, and giving them time afterwards to
reflect on their reading through either small group discussions, journal entry, or whole class
discussion.
Why do this Strategy?
● This strategy helps students gain reading skills and stamina that are invaluable in school and in
life. While many reading strategies focus on improving specific reading deficiencies, SSR allows
students to gain reading skills naturally through experience and contemplation afterwards.
When to use this Strategy:
● This strategy is usually used outside of content area instruction, since students need to choose their
own book for SSR. For that reason, many teachers choose to use this strategy at specific, routine
times in their week. For instance, some may choose to have their students to read at the beginning
of their class on Mondays to get them reading again after the weekend, or have students do SSR
after instruction has concluded on Fridays. Overall, this strategy should be used before or after
instruction on a scheduled, consistent basis.

Variation:
1. English: Students bring in a book to read and discuss other than the current text being discussed
and read for class.
2. History: Students bring in a book to read that is not the history textbook.
3. Science: Students bring in book to read after instruction is over.
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Name:_______________________________

Period:_______

Directions: Read your silent reading book for 10 minutes. Think about the following questions while you
read:
1. Is there something I didn’t understand?
2. Am I interested in what is happening in the book?
3. Do I relate at all to the protagonist or other character in the book?
4. How does this text make me feel?
5. Do you like this book so far?
Use the space below to write down any responses that come to mind to the following questions. We will
discuss these questions at your tables after silent reading ends.
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Summarization Pyramid

Anthony Todd

Source: Wormeli, Summarization in Any Subject. Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development. 2005. Pp 155-157.
Description/Summary: The summarization pyramid is a versatile literacy strategy that can be used to
break apart a topic or subject into larger and larger pieces as the students “scale down” the pyramid.
How to do the Strategy:
● As stated earlier, this strategy is intentionally broad and open to interpretation for a large variety
of different content and literacy needs, but the basic outline goes as follows:
○ Create a summarization pyramid usually ranging from 5-8 lines (not definite, some
pyramids include several more lines).
○ Have a main subject or topic on the top line of the pyramid, which the whole pyramid will
be based on.
○ Each line underneath has a different rule or direction, which can increase in intensity and
description as the student proceeds to the longer lines of the pyramid. The possibilities for
these are completely up to the teacher.
○ Number the lines so it is easier for students to use.
Why do this Strategy?
● This strategy allows students to break apart and analyze a specific term or concept to more and
more specific prompts. This forces students to contemplate content more than they normally than
if they were just to summarize a definition. The summarization pyramid format is also a useful
graphic organizer as more complex thinking is done towards the bottom and less complex is done
towards the top (usually).
When to use this Strategy:
● This strategy is incredibly versatile, and therefore its uses across instruction are as well. Some
ideas that come to mind immediately is a concept review after completing a chapter on a specific
topic, such as a summarization pyramid about Roman Republican government or the Central
powers from World War I. The possibilities are endless as well as how specific you want your
students to get. Since topics and prompts both come from the teacher, they can be tailored all sorts
of different uses.
Variation:
1. English: Create a summarization pyramid for the character Atticus from To Kill a Mockingbird.
2. History: Create a summarization pyramid for the New Deal.
3. Science: Create a summarization pyramid about the process of meiosis in cells.
4. Art: Create a summarization pyramid for the impressionist movement in Art.
5. Music: Create a summarization pyramid for the
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Name:____________________________ Date: _____________________ Period: _______

Summarization Pyramid

Directions: For this summarization pyramid, write “The Allies” on the first (1) line. Each line afterwards
has a different instruction. On the second line down, name two major Allied Powers during World War II.
On the third line, write the name of the opposing alliance during World War II. On the fourth line, write
two major powers of the opposing alliance. On the fourth line, write the name an important battle that
the Allies fought during World War II. On the fifth line, write a major battle that an Allied power
participated in. On the sixth and seventh lines, write a short explanation on why that battle was
important.

1.)_________________
2.)___________________________
3.)_______________________________________
4.)__________________________________________________
5.)___________________________________________________________
6.)_______________________________________________________________________
7.)_________________________________________________________________________________
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Summarization Pyramids

Stephie Benito
Wormeli pp 155-157

What: Summarization pyramids are a way to get students to summarize the text they’ve read by giving
them focused mini prompts to respond to in the summary. Each line of the pyramid corresponds to a
different prompt, and requires different aspects of the reading to be addressed. The strategy is focused on
concise summarization, using as few words as possible.
How: To use this strategy, create the summarization pyramid prompts based on the reading. Hand the
pyramids out to your student and have them complete the reading that goes with the activity. Then have
each student answer the prompts on the summarization pyramid to complete it.
Why: This strategy is useful because it encourages students to focus solely on what is important to the
reading rather than getting caught up in complicated academic language. Students must select the most
important pieces of information and express their ideas in the least amount of words possible. According
to the article Create Simple Summaries with Pyramids, “Using the Summarization Pyramid, students are
forced to think more inferentially and not to look for literal answers in the text.” Instead of asking
students comprehension questions, students must make inferences and interpret the text for themselves.
When: This strategy is most useful for after reading. Because it requires students to summarize, which
the student would need all of the information from the text to be able to do. This helps students organize
and categorize information from the reading to decide what is most important. Even after the reading, they
are still actively engaging with the information.
Possible variations:
1. The activity could be done using questions for each line instead of mini prompts
2. For a music class, a piece of music could be the text used
3. For a math class, different steps to solve an equation could go in a summary pyramid

References:
“Create Simple Summaries with Pyramids.” Create Simple Summaries with Pyramids, Smekens
Education Solutions , 24 Apr. 2009.
Wormeli, Rick. Summarization in Any Subject: 50 Techniques to Improve Student Learning.
Hawker Brownlow Education, 2007.
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Name:______________________ Date:______________________ Period:_________________
Summarization Pyramid for “El Eclipse”
Directions: You have just finished reading the short story “El Eclipse.” In order to summarize what you
read, complete the pyramid below. Underneath each line, there is a mini prompt that you are to answer.
Use as few words as possible, focusing on what’s important to the reading.

_______________
(Main character)
_______________________
(Other characters)
________________________________
(Indigenous group the story is about)
______________________________________________
(Time period)
__________________________________________________________
(Topic)
______________________________________________________________
(Reasons we read this)
______________________________________________________________________________
(Insight gained from reading)
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Vocabulary Squares

Alyssa Klahn

Sources: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook
Publishers, Inc., 2000. 270, A29.
Mraz, Maryann, Jo Anne L. Vacca and Richard T. Vacca. Content Area Reading. Upper Saddle River,
NJ:
Pearson Education, Inc., 2014. 264-265.
What? Vocabulary squares is a strategy to use when students are being introduced to multiple, new,
and/or difficult vocabulary terms. A square is divided into four different sections. Each section
provides different way for students to envision a term. One section is for a complete definition so students
have a clearly defined definition for a term. Another section is used for synonyms/words associated to the
term so students have words that are related to/connect to a term. A third section is used for students to
create their own sentence using the term so students can make their own sense of a word. The final box is
used to for students to create a picture so the students have a visual that can help them remember what a
term means.
How? Provide students with any key vocabulary terms they should know for the current unit/topic. Have
students research the definitions but allow creativity and personality in the other squares.
Why? Vocab squares allow students to have easy access to definitions of key terms. Vocab squares also
gives students various ways to describe a term, this helps students who have different learning styles.
Vocab squares can later be used as an easy, already made study tool. Vocab squares are also just a more
creative, fun way to learn new vocab.
When? Vocabulary squares can be implemented before, during, or after reading.




Before: Exposes students to terms, gives students prior knowledge before reading, provides
students easy accessibility to definitions when they come across a term in the text. Using before
can be seen as a way to scaffold the readings information.
During: Students define words as they come across them in a reading, and reinforces a word into
students’ minds as soon as they read it.
After: Helps students revisit what they just read and helps provide a better understanding and
clarification of what students just read.

Variations:
Vocab squares can be a strategy used in any classroom.
-

Content Areas
o Music terminology, new instruments to younger ages, composers
o Historic places, people, events.
o Styles of art, artists, famous artwork.
o Difficult words in an English text, grammar rules, writing styles.

-

Variations in Strategy itself
o Do not just have to use definition, sentence, image and synonyms. Can have a square for
genre, root/prefix/suffix of the word, time period, etc. Anything you deem to have
important correlation with the word(s).
o Size of squares: Can have students split a notecard into 4 sections, a piece a paper, a poster,
etc. Any size you think will work best for students, or give them the option to choose what
size they would like to use.
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Name: _____________________________________ Date:________________ Period:_____________

Buoyancy Vocabulary Squares
Directions: Using the glossary in your textbook, find the vocab terms listed below. For each term write
the definition in the upper left corner of the box, synonyms or words you might associate with the term in
the upper right corner, a sentence including the term in the lower left corner and draw a picture in the
bottom right corner that will help you visually remember the term.
Vocabulary Terms:
Definition:

Sentence:

Synonyms/Associated words:

Buoyancy

Definition:

Sentence:

Picture

Synonyms/Associated Words:

Buoyant Force
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Picture:

Vocabulary Squares

Rachel Hart

Description/Summary of Strategy
What: This strategy allows for students to expand their knowledge of vocabulary and apply the usage of
specific vocabulary words in a variety of manners. By engaging in this vocabulary activity, students are
able to connect words to visuals and words alike, along with demonstrating their understanding of the
word by creating an original sentence.
How: Teachers can provide charts for students with four boxes and a space to write a word. Students, from
here, fill out the chart in order to apply their knowledge of the word in a variety of manners. Students may
use a dictionary for this activity, as they are learning the vocabulary. After filling out the chart, students can
discuss in small and large group settings to enhance their vocabulary by listening to others and explaining
their charts as well.
Why: This strategy appeals to a variety of learning styles because students reiterate the words that they
have discovered through several different means. Again, this strategy also enhances student vocabulary and
allows the knowledge of vocabulary to surpass the memorization stage.
● “Vocabulary Squares are an effective strategy in cases where the semantic dimension of a text may
impede reading fluency” (Georgia Standards).
● It is similar to the Frayer Model in which: “The Frayer Model draws on a student's prior knowledge
to build connections among new concepts and creates a visual reference by which students learn to
compare attributes and examples” (Adolescent Literacy).
When: This strategy could be best used either before or after reading. Using vocabulary squares before
allows students to identify any words that they may not know, contextualize what they will read, and make
predictions based off of the provided vocabulary. If a student uses this strategy after reading, it can allow
them to better expand their vocabulary. In addition, if students complete this activity post-reading, they
could go back and reread the text with a clearer understanding of the vocabulary conveyed. Vocabulary
squares can also be used during reading in order to develop a better understanding of the text, define key
concepts, and provide more context while reading (Georgia Standards).
Possible Variations
● This strategy can be completed in several different grouping strategies. Students can work on the
charts individually or in small groups. Once the chart is filled out, it is best to discuss the words,
whether that be in a small or large group setting (Adolescent Lit).
● This strategy can also be used with a variety of words. I focused on words that catch the eye and
unknown words. Other word variations can include new vocabulary, vocabulary words that students
are struggling to learn, and key words.
● History could use this strategy to learn historical figures or events, and describe their
importance/role during a certain point in time in history.
● Math can use this strategy to differentiate between shapes in geometry. Instead of including
synonyms, one could include the equation.
● Music could use this strategy to evaluate differences in dynamics along with their symbols.
Citations:
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000. Pp. 270 & Appendix 25.
“Frayer Model.” All About Adolescent Literacy: Resources for Parents and Educators of Kids in Grades 4-12.
http://www.adlit.org/strategies/22369/. Accessed 30 September 2018.
“The Lexile Work for Reading in Action: Vocabulary Squares.” Georgia Standards. Meta Metrics,
https://www.georgiastandards.org/resources/Lexile_in_Action/SC2_Vocabulary%20Squares_Description.pdf. Accessed
30 September 2018.
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Name: ________________________________

Hour: __________

Date: __________________

Vocabulary Squares
Directions: After reading the text, find two words; they may be words that catch your eye or words that
you do not know. Write that word in the center of your vocabulary square. After choosing your two
words, write down a definition in your own words, write down at least two synonyms of that word, draw
a picture of the word, and then create an original sentence using that word.

Definition

Synonyms

Picture

Sentence

Definition

Synonyms

Picture

Sentence
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WebQuests

Kathryn Clark

Outside Sources:
Dodge, Bernie. "FOCUS: Five rules for writing a great WebQuest." Learning and leading with technology 28.8
(2001): 6-9.
March, Tom. "Why WebQuests." An introduction (1998).
http://www.reinildes.com.br/wqaboutwq/wqaboutwq/Process-Part-II_files/Webquests.pdf\
Vacca, Richard T., et al. Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Pearson Education,
2014.
Description of Strategy:
What: WebQuests break down the lesson into meaningful parts (Introduction, Task, Process, Evaluation,
Conclusion, Credits, and Teacher Page). WebQuests encourage student learning through inquiry and pique
student interest because WebQuests are quests (which has a positive connotation). Students inquire and research
the task in order to gain an understanding and learn about the topic. Students also explore the internet to gain
experience in web-related research, activities, and resources. WebQuests are inquiry-based learning that puts the
teacher in a guiding role rather than an explicitly teaching role.
There is also a Teacher Page for the WebQuest which includes the Introduction, Learners, Process, Resources, and
sometimes Conclusions. The Introduction contains the opening statement about the lesson. The Learners
describes the target audience for the WebQuest. The Standards section which contains what Common Core (or
state) standard is fulfilled using the WebQuest. The Process describes in more detail what the students will do and
how the teacher can assist. The Resources lists/describes any additional resources the teacher may/will need to
use the WebQuest with his/her class. The Conclusion reflects on the lesson and explains how the lesson can be
furthered.
How: Teachers introduce the lesson (Introduction). Then the teacher explains the task, (Task section). After, the
students will follow the steps to explore the task (Process). The rubric or other means to evaluate the final task is
also given (Evaluation). Then the lesson is concluded to remind the students what they’ve learned and why they
learned it (Conclusion) (March 2).
Why: Bernie Dodge, the creator of WebQuest, says that WebQuests should challenge your learners to think. In a
world where standardized testing drives schooling but future adults need to be able to analyze and synthesize
information, WebQuests help teachers do both things at once (3). WebQuests are also teacher controlled which
allows for differentiated instruction. The students will spend their time researching rather than searching for
resources to use for research. They are also easy to update from a teacher’s standpoint.
When: A WebQuest can be done during any stage of reading. It depends on how the WebQuest is made. A
WebQuest can focus on previewing a lesson to give students an overview of what will come (thus, it can be used
before reading). It can focus on having the students read something (thus, it is used during reading). A WebQuest
can focus on a culmination of a lesson (thus, it is used after reading.
Possible Variations:
A WebQuest can be done in a history to compare primary and secondary sources. This WebQuest
(http://questgarden.com/199/65/3/180620212836/index.htm) is to help students see multiple perspectives in the
Texas Revolution and the Battle of the Alamo. They can also be done to give students practice with vocabulary
and a research group project. For example, in a Spanish WebQuest, student can learn about sports and it
culminates with a final presentation in Spanish about where sports originated (this is the link:
(http://questgarden.com/199/61/1/180701160358/index.htm) is a Spanish WebQuest. A music example is to
explore different topics and research different time periods or genres of music.
(http://questgarden.com/199/57/9/180613093609/) This WebQuest is designed for students learning about the
history of the opera.
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Name: _____________________________ Section: ________ Date: ____________________

Buying a Car WebQuest – Data Sheet
Directions: Follow the steps in the Process section of the WebQuest.

Car 1
Year: _______________
Make (Ford, Toyota, etc.): _______________________________
Model (Focus, Prius, etc.): _______________________________ Purchase Price: $__________
Annual Fuel Cost: $___________
Total Annual Operating Cost (fuel cost): ____________
Equation for total operating cost: _____________
Y = ________________x + _________________ (*)

Car 2
Year: _______________
Make (Ford, Toyota, etc.): _______________________________
Model (Focus, Prius, etc.): _______________________________ Purchase Price: $__________
Annual Fuel Cost: $___________
Total Annual Operating Cost (fuel cost): ____________
Equation for total operating cost: _____________
Y = ________________x + _________________ (*)

*Note: Purchase Price represents the y-intercept. Total Annual Operating Costs represents the slope. Y
represents the total cost of ownership. X represents the number of years since purchase.

(http://questgarden.com/118/87/9/110209170221/process.htm Adapted from Lisa Malboeuf, Lincoln High School WebQuest)
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Name: _____________________________ Section: ________ Date: ____________________

Buying a Car WebQuest – Summary Sheet
Directions: Follow the steps in the Process section of the WebQuest. You can either graph these by hand
or use Desmos.com to create the graph.
If the lines intersect on the graph, estimate the point at which they intersect. If they do not intersect,
which quadrant do you think they will intersect in?

Which vehicle would you like to purchase? Why? Use mathematical language to explain your reasoning.

(http://questgarden.com/118/87/9/110209170221/process.htm Adapted from Lisa Malboeuf, Lincoln High School WebQuest)
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WebQuests

Madi Glatz

Main Source:
German, Chana. "Using Webquests for Learning and Assessment." The Lookstein Center, 2008,
www.lookstein.org/webquests/webqueststg.pdf.

What is a Webquest? It is an inquiry-based activity that involves searching on the Internet and having the
students discover answers or create an original work to present their information found from the
provided websites.
How to do a Webquest:






Find a relevant and interesting Webquest or generate one yourself
Introduce the main concepts discussed and give some basic background knowledge
Explicitly state the task and what must be done through researching the provided sites
Explain and demonstrate the process of using the sites and how to access them
Challenge the students to summarize their discoveries through answering questions, creating a timeline for
example, or making a presentation

Benefits of Utilizing a Webquest:






Very directed and controlled but can use many freedoms (options of websites to use)
Easily motivates students by using technology, gives them specific tasks to accomplish
Assess information that the students just learned and directly apply it (after)
Differentiation: grouping strategies, intensity, pace, and amount
Revisions are simple to make by updating the websites and current events

B/D/A + Variations:






Before:
o Uncover historical background on a time period of a time period in a work of art
o Understand more of an author, composer, or artist’s life or background
o Discover the setting of the novel compared to then and to now
During:
o Read and analyze science articles and answer questions
o Link online music to different composers of then and now
o Read parts of short stories and predict the endings
After:
o After a lab report, search for other results by different studies
o Motivate students to find current events that relate to previous historical events
o Revise student papers and evaluate grammar from other authors
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Name____________________________

Date__________________

Period_____________

Caffeine: Think Before You Drink Webquest
Directions: In your assigned pairs or groups, please go to your email and open the document that I have
sent you. There will be clear guidelines to direct you on how to accomplish the tasks through provided
websites and what conclusions you should come to at the end of the Webquest.

What is a Webquest?
Webquests are a fun way to research and investigate new information using the Internet.
Forget boring textbooks!! Search the WORLD WIDE WEB for exciting, fresh facts to
answer questions and/or create something to share with the class.
Why use a Webquest?
o Fast way to access new information
o Straightforward steps to accomplish the goal
o Can be used Before, During, or After reading
o Great way to share different ideas with the class

Assignment Overview:
o Skim the Webquest and get a broad understanding of what must be accomplished
and highlight anything you think is important and related to the concepts being
discussed in class
o Talk with your group or partner on how you want to complete the tasks and use the
process provided with the given websites
o Follow the steps to finish the tasks
o Fill out the Caffeine Journal and double check to make sure you’ve done everything
described on the rubric
o Be ready to share your findings with the class on why you think caffeine is good or
bad for you.
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Word Splash

Megan Gabler

Source: Wormeli, Rick. Summarization in Any Subject: 50 Techniques to Improve Student Learning.
Hawker Brownlow Education, 2007.
Description/Summary:
● What is the strategy: Word Splash is a strategy that introduces students to vocabulary to work
on vocabulary building and helps them engage in the reading by searching for the meaning of
new words.
● How to do the Strategy: The teacher displays the words on the board or on a sheet of paper.
Then students can either individually try and figure out the relationships between words or work
in small groups to discuss relationships and meanings of words. Then the students read the text
that the teacher provides. Then the words are revisited and the students should put them in
logical order based on the relationships they learned about in the reading. Then the students
should use the words to form a paragraph using the relationships created and the logical order.
These paragraphs can be shared with the class and the new relationships between words can be
discussed as a full class.
● Why the strategy is useful: This strategy can help preview vocabulary so it is more familiar when
students actually learn the words. This strategy also helps students summarize by looking back
on the words and using them to make new paragraphs which helps transform their knowledge.
● When to do the strategy: Word Splash works well before reading. This strategy can pique the
interest of students and activate their prior knowledge. By revisiting the strategy and debriefing
after reading, you can help summarize the learning that was done.
● Variations:
○ Music: The students could do this activity in a music history or appreciation class to see
the relationships between musical periods, styles, and composers.
○ Science: The teacher could put up words that have to do with the cellular reproduction
process and have students try and find the relationships between the words.
○ Social Studies: The teacher could put up words for events in a period of history and have
students think of associations between the events and how they lead into one another.
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Name:__________________________________ Date:_____________ Class:_______

Word Splash
Directions: Read the words below and try and draw connections about how words are related and
arrange them in a logical order. Then discuss with a partner about the relationships between the words.
After reading, look at the words again and write a paragraph on a seperate sheet of paper, using all of
the words showing how you understand them.
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Word Problem Roulette

Alyssa Klahn

Sources: Barton, Mary Lee. Teaching Reading in Mathematics. ASCD, 2002. 130-131.
What? Word problem roulette is a during reading strategy to help students problem solve, not only on
paper, but verbally. Students are to read through a word problem, then verbally express the process they
would take to solve the problem before writing anything down. When students are able to verbally and
communicate and write down the process they will take to solve the problem, then they can symbolically
solve the problem.
How? The first step is to separate students into collaborative groups. Provide each group with a word
problem. Direct students that they are to not solve this problem by writing or drawing anything. Students
must first be able to solve the problem verbally. Once the entire group agrees on how to solve the
problem, then they need to collectively write out the steps in complete sentences. Each student takes turns
writing a sentence, and continually rotate who writes around the group until all steps are written out. After
completely writing out each step, one student from the group will verbally explain their process step by
step to the class while another member symbolically on the board for the class to be able to follow along
seeing and hearing the steps.
Why? Having students utilize the world problem roulette strategy forces students to think about and
explain the problem-solving process. Many times, when given a problem, students use equations,
numbers, symbols, etc. and just sit down and solve the problem. They are unaware of the full process they
are actually engaging in. Having students orally express step by step and then write each step allows
students to fully process what exactly they are doing to solve a given problem.
When? World problem roulette is a during/after reading strategy. Students read through a problem and
have to decode the information given to them while reading. Students will then have to express how to
solve the problem after reading it. Even though students read through the word problem once, they will
actively be looking back through the word problem when trying to figure what steps they need to take.
Variations:






English
o Have student stop when a they come across a problem or situation and then have to
verbally think through the steps the character might take to solve this problem and then
continue reading to see if the character follows to steps predicted.
History
o Students can be put into groups and each group must research a certain historical
confliction and how it was solved. Students then need to figure out how to describe the
steps or events, verbally, that took place to solve the conflict to the class.
Science
o If the results of an experiment to do not come out how they are supposed to or a project
does not work how it is suppose to, students can reread the steps and verbally talk through
the new steps they will follow in order to make changes to the experimentation or project
to get the results they are looking for.
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Name:__________________________________________Date:_________________Period:_________

System of Equations Roulette
Directions:
As a group, read through the word problem below. Before solving and writing down any answers, talk
with your groups members on the steps you will take in order to solve this problem. Once you all
agree on the process, then write those steps out in complete sentences taking turns on who writes each
sentence. Once your group has talked about the process, wrote down the process, then you may follow
through with your process and solve the problem.

1) Two schools went on a field trip but rented different amounts of buses and vans. School A had 228
students and was able to rent and fill 8 vans and 9 buses. School B had 124 students fill 4 vans and
5 buses. Both school’s buses had the same amount of seats and both school’s vans had the same
amount of seats. How many students could a bus carry and how many students could a van carry?
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Word Problem Roulette

Kathryn Clark

Outside Sources:
Adolescent Literacy in Perspective. Feb. 2009. Using Literacy Strategies in Mathematics and Science
Learning.
Barton, Mary Lee., and Clare Heidema. Teaching Reading in Mathematics: A Supplement to Teaching
Reading in the Content Areas Teachers Manual (2nd Ed.). Mid-Continent Research for Education
and Learning, 2002.
Haltiwanger, Leigh and Simpson, Amber M. “Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School” Vol. 18, No. 8
(April 2013), pp 492-498. National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGY:
What: Word Problem Roulette is a strategy that encourages the student to discuss with each other how
to solve the problem without writing anything. Then the students each write a step of the solution
before passing it onto the next student. The students must collaborate to determine what the best
solution is. Then the students can work together to write the solution down. Each student must
contribute to the written solution.
How: Teachers divide the students into groups of 3-4. The teacher gives the students a prompt to which
the students must discuss a solution for. Once the group has determined a solution, then each student
takes a turn writing the solution in full sentences rather than equations or symbols. The teacher must
ensure that each student has contributed to the written report of the solution.
Why: This strategy gives the students a chance to collaborate on solving a problem and then
communicate their thought process and solution in writing (Barton 130). This strategy requires students
to connect their thinking with the thinking of their classmates (Haltiwanger 495). IT also challenges
students to see different perspectives, methods, and representations when attempting to solve the
problem (Haltiwanger 492).
When: Word Problem Roulettes can be used after reading and technically as a during reading strategy.
This strategy is best used after reading so that the students have a good understanding of how to solve
the problems/prompt before trying to come up with a solution without any prior knowledge. This is also
a during reading strategy because the students have to talk with each other to discuss the solution; but
when they start the writing process, the students must be able to understand their classmates’ work to
determine what the next step of the solution is.
Possible Variations:




Science could use this strategy when working with word problems as well.
When the students write the solution, they could do it silently to ensure that each member of the group
understands the solution.
Teachers could have multiple groups present their solution to the class, so that the students could see
different strategies. Then the teachers could have the students apply the different strategies to a similar
problem.
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Names: ________________________________________________________________________
Section: _____________ Date: ______________________________________________________

Word Problem Roulette
Directions: Read the following problem and discuss with your group how to solve the problem. Do not
write or draw anything during this time. After you discuss a solution to the problem, write up the
solution in sentences, not mathematical symbols. Have one member of your group write a sentence,
then pass the paper onto the next member of your group. Continue this process until the solution has
been completed. After everyone has written their solution, one or more groups will present their
solution to the class.
Problem 1: The sum of two consecutive numbers is 67. What are the two numbers?

Problem 2: Supposedly, you bought a shirt and pants for $53. You paid $34 for the shirt. How much did
the pants cost?
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Word Splash

Valeria Gonzalez

Wormelli 188-190
Description/Summary of Strategy:
 What: This strategy can be used as hook into your next lesson. It allows students to
familiarize themselves with important words related to your next lesson. It is most
effective when using as a pre-learning activity to allow the students to make sense of it
using their new insights.
 How: Teachers have the choice to decide which words they wish to use for the Word
Splash. This strategy can be done multiple ways, Wormelli offered the suggestion of
“spilling” the words in front of your students and asking them for help by putting the words
back in order (Wormelli 188). The students are able to make connections between
these words as they try to sort them, but they also have to use their prior knowledge to
determine how they think they should group them.
 Why: Teachers should use this strategy to help students predict the meaning of the
words, but help students make connections between the words. The students can use
their creativity to assemble, compare, or piece together the words given.
 When: This strategy can be best used at the beginning of a lesson. The teacher can use
this strategy to introduce a lesson, it can be used to hook the students into a fun activity
by sorting the important words. This strategy gives the students a chance to develop an
early understanding of these words, but also be able to see the relationship each word
has with each other.
Possible Variations:
 This strategy can be done as a whole class, in groups, or individually.
 English teachers could benefit from this when introducing students to a new unit on
Shakespeare, and giving this Word Splash would allow students to organize key words
about the comedies and histories.
 Spanish teacher could use this strategy in their classroom by having words in Spanish
and English and having the students’ pair them based the meaning of the words.
 Other possible variations could be in a math class with various vocab words, in a history
class with different wars and dates, and also a music class with words of different music
families.
Citation:
Wormelli, Rick. Summarization in Any Subject 50 Techniques to Improve Student Learning.
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2005.
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Name_____________________________ Period_______________ Date________________

Math Word Splash
Directions: As a class, we are going to look at the items below before our lesson.
With your table mates, try your best to rearrange them into groups by their
definitions and similarities. After rearranging them, we will read our section over
Perimeter & Circumference. After reading our lesson, we will revisit these words
and rearrange them the correct way.
Perimeter
Circle
P=sides + lengths

Word List
Diameter
Circumference
𝐶 = 2𝜋𝑟

Before reading

After reading
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Polygon
Radius
𝐶 = 𝜋𝑑

Learning Verbs
access
accommodate
accomplish
achieve
acquire
activate
adapt
address
adjust their position
administer
advocate
affect
ameliorate
analyze
annotate
answer
anticipate
apply
appreciate
approach
argue
arouse curiosity
arrange
articulate
assess
assist
bolster
brainstorm
build
building an experience
calculate
categorize
challenge
change
check
choose
chunk
cite
clarify
collaborate
collect
combine
communicate
compare
complete
compose

comprehend
comprise
concentrate
conclude
confer
confirm
connect
consider
consolidate
construct
contemplate
contrast
contribute
converge
converse
create
critique
cue
culminate
debate
decide
deepen
define
deliberate
demonstrate
describe
design
determine
develop
devise
dictate
differentiate
digest
direct
discover
discuss
display
distinguish
divide
draw
elaborate
empathize
emphasize
employ
encounter
encourage

energize
engage
enhance
enlarge
enrich
entice
establish
estimate
evaluate
examine
expand
explain
explore
express
extend
extrapolate
facilitate
familiarize
feature
find
focus
forge
format
formulate
foster
further
gather
generate
generate questions
grow
guess
guide
hear
highlight
identify
illustrate
imagine
imitate
implement
improve
incorporate
increase
increase comprehension
increase retention
individualize
infer
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inform
innovate
inquire
inspire
instruct
integrate
interact
interpret
interview
introduce
inventory
invest
investigate
invite
involve
justify
label
learn
legitimize
listen
make connections
manipulate
map
mark
maximize
measure
minimize
mix things up
model
monitor
motivate
narrate
navigate
observe
obtain
organize
orient
outline
paraphrase
participate
perceive
perform
personalize
persuade
picture
pique
plan
point it out
ponder

practice
predict
prepare
present
preview
prime
prioritze
process
produce
promote
pronounce
provide
question
react
read
read with a purpose
realize
recall
recast
recite
recognize
reconstruct
record
recount
refer
refine
reflect
reformulate
refute
reinforce
relate
rely
remember
remind
reorganize
repeat
report
represent
reread
resolve
respond
retain
retrace
return
reveal
review
revise
revisit
role-play
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scaffold
scan
score
search
select
self-reflect
separate
sequence
share
sharpen
showcase
skim
solve
sort
speak
speculate
strategize
structure
struggle
study
substitute
suggest
summarize
supplement
support
survey
synthesize
take notes
teach
think
transform
transport
uncover
underline
understand
use
utilize
validate
vary
verbalize
view
visualize
wonder
work
write
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